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The Cleanroom
Process for Software
Development
CJ Lokan
Department of Computer Science,
University College, UNSW
Australian Defence Force Academy,
Canberra, Australia

Recent years have seen increasing interest in better
software development processes. One new proposal is the
Cleanroom process, which places software development
under statistical quality control and produces software with
very few defects. This article outlines the Cleanroom
process, and describes experience with it to date. The
article also describes how elements of Cleanroom might be
adopted incrementally.
Keywords: Software development process, reliability,
verification, statistical testing
CR Categories: K.6.3 (Software development), D.2.2
(Software Engineering Tools and techniques)

Assoc. Editor: David Wilson
1 INTRODUCTION
Software development methods traditionally produce soft
ware containing many errors. Such software is expensive to
develop and maintain, and development productivity is low.
Better development processes are required. Software quality
management standards such as AS 3563 (Standards Associa
tion of Australia, 1988), and the Software Engineering Insti
tute’s “Capability Maturity Model” (Humphrey, 1989), are
helping to focus attention on defining and improving software
development processes.
Cleanroom is a software development process developed
at IBM during the 1980’s. It is valuable in several ways:
— software produced with Cleanroom tends to have very few
defects (zero defects in operation is commonly observed);
— development productivity is greater than with traditional
methods;
— software development can be placed under statistical qual
ity control.
In some respects Cleanroom represents a radical departure
from traditional methods. This can make adopting Cleanroom
seem rather daunting. It need not be adopted all at once,
however—many of the benefits of Cleanroom can be achieved
by adopting some of its elements individually and incremen
tally.
This article gives a brief introduction to Cleanroom. Sec
tion 2 describes the overall process, and its six main elements.
Section 3 describes some practical experience with Cleanroom.
Section 4 outlines how the elements of Cleanroom can be
adopted incrementally. Section 5 summarises the main points
of the article.

2 WHAT IS CLEANROOM?

Copyright© 1993, Australian Computer Society Inc. General permission
to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this material is granted,
provided that the ACJ’s copyright notice is given and that reference is
made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to the fact that reprint
ing privileges were granted by permission of the Australian Computer
Society Inc.
Manuscript received: March 1993.

Cleanroom is a theory-based, team-oriented process for de
veloping very high quality software under statistical quality
control (Linger, 1993). The term “Cleanroom” signifies a
development process that aims to prevent the introduction of
defects during development.
The original idea of Cleanroom was that:
By conducting software development under closely man
aged and controlled conditions, that track the entire history
of software from creation to incorporation in a product, a
certified reliability in MTBF (Mean Time Between Fail
ures) of the product can be developed concurrently with the
product (Mills, 1980).
!
Quality and reliability are considered from the.user’s point
of view.
From this original idea, the Cleanroom method has evolved.
It incorporates some well-established elements, such as topdown design, as well as some tools and techniques that had to
be newly developed.
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of events in a Cleanroom
development. In overall form it resembles a standard develop
ment cycle; the differences lie in how the individual activities
are carried out.
Incremental development of software is encouraged, and
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forms an important part of reliability measurement; thus the
process shown in Figure 1 is generally repeated several times.

Requirements

I
Box structure
i--3* specification
|
and design
i
J
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test
planning

correctness
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walkthrough

statistical
testing

y

certification
Figure 1. The Cleanroom process.

The goal of Cleanroom is to development high quality
software under statistical quality control. From this goal
follow the main elements of Cleanroom:
— statistical quality control is based on measurements of
software reliability. This requires new theory and models
for predicting reliability, and that testing be conducted on
a statistical basis.
— Reliability measurement is almost meaningless unless the
software contains few defects to start with. Formal meth
ods are needed for specification, design, and verification of
software to achieve this initial quality.
The six main elements of Cleanroom to be described are
software specification, design and development, correctness
verification, statistical testing, reliability measurement, and
statistical quality control.

2.1 Specification
Software specification involves defining the functional re
quirements that must be implemented by the software; any
constraints on execution time, space, environment, etc. that
must be observed; and a construction plan for developing the
software in a series of increments. In Cleanroom, all of these
things are described from the user’s perspective in an “exter
nal specification”. They must also be described in detail from
the developer’s perspective, in an “internal specification”.
130 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 25, No. 4, NOVEMBER 1993

Sleanroom requires that specification be completed rigor
ously and formally, before design and development begin.
Formal notation is required in the internal specification, to
support correctness verification during design. Natural lan
guage is not sufficient, because it is generally too imprecise.
Formal methods force a careful analysis of requirements, and
tend to minimise ambiguity, inconsistency, and incomplete
ness in the specification.
Suitable notations for the internal specification include
box structuring techniques (Mills, 1988), formal specification
languages like VDM (Jones, 1986) and Z (Spivey, 1987), and
appropriate problem-specific grammars.
To the criticism that requirements can rarely be specified
in such detail so early in development, the Cleanroom re
sponse is essentially that you cannot afford not to — impreci
sion and ambiguity are too costly in the long run to be
tolerated. Experience is that the verification objective causes
a more complete requirements analysis to be done, resulting
in a more complete and accurate specification.
Nothing in Cleanroom precludes prototypes or any other
method for requirements elicitation; before design begins,
though, a formal specification of the requirements as known
must be completed.
Cleanroom requires one more important thing in the soft
ware specification: a description of the expected usage of the
software. This makes it possible to test the software in ways
that simulate its expected use in production, and hence to
predict the reliability of the software (in MTTF1) as the user
will see it. A target reliability should be specified as well.

2.2 Design and Development
A rigorous and formal design method is needed for generating
software whose correctness can be verified.
The inventors of Cleanroom recommend the use of box
structures (Mills, 1988). Box structures view software from
three perspectives:
1 an implementation-independent “black box” view defines
the responses of the software to stimuli histories.
2 in the data-driven “state box” view, state data needed to
represent stimuli histories are defined. The black box
description is then elaborated, to represent responses in
terms of current stimuli and state data.
3 the process-driven “clear box” view expands on the state
box view. Processing logic is added, and data abstractions
are selected to represent the state data. Responses are
represented in terms.of current stimuli, state data, and
invocations of lower level black boxes.
An eleven-step process for expanding a black box to its
state box and clear box views is described, with an example,
in (Mills, 1988).
The advantages of box structures are that the same notation
and technique can be used from specification (the top-level
black box specifies the functional requirements) right down to
1 "Mean Time To Failure ” is the term generally used in reliability theory, rather
than the “Mean Time Between Failures” that Mills originally mentioned.
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low level elements of the design; data-driven and processdriven aspects of design are both considered; and they provide
a rigorous algorithm that guides system design in an orderly
way.
Each level of the design should be checked for correctness
in a design review, before the next level of design begins.
Alternatives to box structures can be used. Any top-down
stepwise refinement technique; using a limited set of primi
tives forexpressing logic and describing data, is suitable. The
important thing is to make sure that the design is specified
precisely and completely at each level, so that it is possible to
verify that each piece of the design correctly implements its
specification.
Once the design is complete, the programming team ex
pands the clear box descriptions into code.

2.3 Correctness Verification
In Cleanroom, the development team does not test, or even
compile, the code. Testing is left to the certification team,
which tests the system as a whole; there is no such thing as unit
testing in Cleanroom.
Instead of unit testing, programmers use mathematical
verification techniques to demonstrate the correctness of each
code unit. By reasoning about the effect of each statement,
individually and then in combination, the programmer should
be able to prove that each code unit meets its specification.
Verification consists essentially of answering questions
like “Does the effect of statement X followed by the effect of
statement Y give me the overall effect I need from those
statements?” All programmers should be asking themselves
such questions as they program — there is nothing unique to
Cleanroom in this. Cleanroom programmers are expected to
write and check their code carefully in this way; the correct
ness of the code is then checked in code reviews.
Cleanroom code reviews are quite different to standard
code reviews. Tools can process the code to generate a list of
verification questions to be answered. The review then con
sists of reviewers checking that the questions can be answered
affirmatively. Informal reasoning is usually sufficient. For
mal verification techniques are used only if the correctness of
a piece of code is not clear. Alternatively, the design or code
can be reworked to simplify it.

2.4 Statistical Testing
All testing of software is carried out by a separate testing team.
Only functional testing is performed.
Testing is carried out on a statistical basis. This means that
test cases are not generated by trying to cover all execution
paths, or exercise particular functions of the software. Instead,
test cases are generated randomly, with a distribution of test
data values that reflects the expected usage of the software by
the user.
The idea behind this approach is that to maximise expected
MTTF, we need to concentrate on the failures that are likely
to occur frequently in the user’s environment. The best way to

do this is to simulate the user’s usage of the software. Cover
age testing is equally likely to find low-frequency and highfrequency errors; statistical testing is more likely to find the
high-frequency errors.
Another benefit of statistical testing is that statistical
theory can indicate how many test cases are needed to give a
desired level of confidence in the results.
Statistical testing is an effective testing technique. It has
been shown to be as effective as standard testing techniques in
both finding errors and in requirements coverage (Dyer,
1992).
Statistical testing requires much planning and preparation.
— A profile of expected usage is part of the initial specifica
tion. To determine it one must identify the relative frequen
cies with which each function will be triggered, and the
probabilities associated with each of the inputs that will be
supplied. This can involve considerable research. It has its
difficulties: it can be hard to anticipate how a completely
new system will be used; and the introduction of a compu
ter system into a work environment changes that environ
ment, so actual usage may differ from anticipated usage.
— For complex software, many data are needed to character
ise the functions, inputs, and associated probabilities.
Tools are needed to store this information in a data base,
and to generate test cases from the stored data.
What constitutes a test case depends on the application.
For example, a test case generator for a COBOL program restructurer (Linger and Mills, 1988) must randomly generate
COBOL programs with a typical mix of different types of
statements; flight control software might be tested with
scripts that simulate the actions of aircraft personnel in using
a display panel to select various functions (Dyer, 1992); a
data base program must be tested with a typical mix of
transactions. A different test case generator will probably
need to be built for each project. This will generally be a
major task.
Note that statistical testing could be applied in any devel
opment. It is not restricted to Cleanroom.

2.5 Reliability Measurement
Software reliability requires a different theory to hardware
reliability. Software failures are logical, not physical, and are
due to development errors rather than aging.
The approach used to estimate software reliability is to
consider each execution of the program as a separate event.
Given software that contains errors, some executions will
result in failure while others complete successfully. If the
history of program executions is tracked and a record of
failures and successes maintained, statistics can be used to
estimate reliability.
Several models have been proposed along these lines for
estimating reliability. The model proposed by the inventors of
Cleanroom is described in Currit et al, (1986). It involves
running a series of test cases, timing their execution, and
observing the points at which each new error is exposed. A
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 25, No. 4, NOVEMBER 1993 1 31
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formula is then used to estimate MTTF (in units of execution
time) from the observed inter-failure intervals.
The complete testing history, as the software goes through
a series of increments and as errors are found and fixed in each
increment, must be known so that MTTF can be tracked. This
is why no testing by the programmers is allowed.
If the software contains a large number of defects, it will
fail frequently and MTTF will be too low to be meaningful
(what use is software that is expected to fail every few
seconds!). There must be few defects for reliability measure
ment to be useful — hence the emphasis on getting the
software correct to start with.

2.6 Statistical Quality Control
Two important benefits should follow if software develop
ment can be placed under statistical quality control. First, it
should be possible to assess the quality of the product (per
haps even leading to software with genuine warranties!).
Second, it becomes possible to evaluate the development
process itself, so attention can be directed to those activities
where defects are introduced. Evaluation and improvement
of the development process are key elements of the top
(“optimising”) level of SEI’s Capability Maturity Model
(Humphrey, 1989).
Cleanroom’s reliability measurement provides a basis for
statistical quality control. For product assessment, reliability
expressed as MTTF in a user’s environment is clearly a
valuable measure of software quality. Furthermore, it is di
rectly relevant to the user, unlike the indirect measures (e.g.
defects per KLOC) that are often used.
Reliability certification provides several opportunities for
guiding and improving the development process. To start
with, the very introduction of measurement into a process
tends to improve that process, as people pay more attention to
detail and quality. Second, if testing reveals an unacceptably
high error density it is more cost-effective to abort testing and
return to design and verification; this might not be recognised
were measurements not being taken. Third, if MTTF of a
product is tracked while the product goes through several
increments, it can be compared with the target MTTF; if the
target is not being met, or if reliability does not appear to be
growing, analysis of the problems can show where attention
is most necessary. Finally, testing can stop when MTTF
targets are met; if MTTF is not tracked, testing simply contin
ues until delivery day.

3 EXPERIENCE WITH CLEANROOM
Reported case studies using Cleanroom include an 80,000
line COBOL restructurer, written in PL/1 at IBM (Linger
and Mills, 1988); a 1,500 line electronic mail program
developed in an experiment at the University of Maryland
(Selby et al, 1987); a 34,000 line satellite control program,
written in FORTRAN at NASA (Green et al, 1990); an
132 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 25, No. 4, NOVEMBER 1993
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1,800 line 4GL database program for the US Navy
(Trammell et al, 1992); two further satellite control pro
grams for NASA, of 20,000 and 150,000 lines (Green and
Pajerski, 1991); a complex IBM system product, totalling
107,000 lines in four languages (Hausler, 1992); and 6,700
lines of C constituting the first increment of a graphics
layout editor (Deck et al, 1992). These studies are summa
rised in (Linger, 1993), which also reports on several other
Cleanroom projects within IBM.
These have been the experiences:
— Designs are produced that are clear, simple, conservative,
easy to verify, and meet their specification exactly.
— Informal verification is sufficient for all but about 1 % of
the design or code, which is usually in areas whose correct
ness is critical.
— Few errors are made, and over 90% of them are found
before testing. About 1-3 errors per KLOC survive until
testing, and less than 1 per KLOC survive into production.
Zero failures in operation may be observed.
— The time from problem detection to closure is much
smaller than with traditional methods, largely due to the
simple designs.
— Despite the overhead of initial training, development pro
ductivity is the same or better (by up to a factor of 3) than
with traditional methods.
Cleanroom is being adopted for an increasing number
of projects. In Australia, IBM’s Australian Programming
Centre is introducing Cleanroom for its software develop
ment.

4 INCREMENTAL ADOPTION OF CLEANROOM
As with any new technique, it requires training and a change
of development culture to adopt Cleanroom. Even though
substantial benefits can be achieved with Cleanroom, the
magnitude of the change from traditional methods is daunting.
Perhaps this is why all of the users of Cleanroom so far (except
in the university experiment) have been large organisations
that can afford to experiment and that were their own custom
ers for the software produced.
Fortunately, it is possible to adopt some of the elements
of Cleanroom individually and still gain many of the
benefits.
First of all, a team-oriented development environment
is assumed. Cleanroom is very strongly based on team
work; a development culture based on teamwork must be
the first thing introduced. A strong team is a prerequisite
to Cleanroom.
A baseline development process is also assumed. The
baseline process includes some form of top-down design
method, structured programming, and formal inspections.
Organisations that do not have these elements in their devel
opment process should put them in place before trying to
adopt any of the elements of Cleanroom (this alone should
improve the quality of their software!).
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5 CONCLUSION
Cleanroom combines some old and some new ideas to form a

BASELINE PROCESS

Formal
specifications

configuration
managed
software

statistical
testing

MTTF
measurement

correctness
verification

continuous
inspections

No testing by
developers

Process
control

software development process with significant advantages
over traditional methods. It produces software of high quality
and certifiable reliability. Development productivity is im
proved. For the first time, it is possible to develop software
under statistical quality control.
Common initial reactions to Cleanroom are that it seems
too clinical and theoretical — that it couldn’t work in real
software development environments, and takes all the fun out
of software development. The first objection has been an
swered by case studies that show that it does work in practice.
On the second point: Cleanroom doesn’ t remove the creativity
from software development, it just requires that things be done
carefully and properly. In that sense it is no different to any
other approach that aims to help solve the software crisis.
In many respects Cleanroom represents a major departure
from traditional software development methods. So far it has
only been tested by large organisations that can afford to
experiment, but the results of those experiments are so con
vincing that we can expect to hear a lot more of Cleanroom in
the future.
Managing and improving the software development proc
ess is increasingly important today; it would be worth any
software development organisation’s while to consider
Cleanroom.

Figure 2. Order for Introducing Elements of Cleanroom.

Figure 2 shows how the various aspects of Cleanroom can
be adopted incrementally:
1 Place all software under configuration control before its first
execution — even before any compilation or unit testing.
This immediately introduces a culture in which people are
very careful to avoid errors right from the start. This might be
termed “quality control by embarrassment”, since develop
ers know that all errors will be publicly visible!
2. Dispense with testing by developers. This forces the use of
other techniques, particularly logical correctness verifica
tion, to make sure the software is correct; in turn this leads
to more care in specification and design. Whatever form of
code reviews is in use should be replaced by the verifica
tion-oriented reviews described in section 2.3.
Although this appears to be the most radical change in
Cleanroom, it turns out that as confidence grows in the
ability of reviews to detect errors, the desire and need for
developer testing diminish.
3. Statistical testing can be introduced independently of the
first two elements.
4. MTTF measurement can be instituted once statistical
testing is being used. To be effective, it requires the
relatively defect-free software produced by verifica
tion rather than unit testing; thus all of elements 1-3
should be in place.
5. Statistical quality control is possible once MTTF is meas
ured.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Finite state automata have been widely used to describe the
behaviour of agents in a real-time system (Alur and Dill, 1990;
Alpern, 1986; Henzinger, Manna, and Pnueli, 1990; Fleuring,
1990; Klarlund and Schneider, 1991;Maravall, 1980; Merritt,
Modugno, and Tuttle, 1991; Ostroff, 1989; Peters, 1991a,
1991b, 1992, 1993a, 1993b; Peters and Ramanna, 1991a,
1991b; Peters, Starling, and Ramanna, 1992). An agent is that
part of a system which has its own identity, its own externally
observable behaviour, and which persists over time (Milner,
1989). Automata can be represented as finite, directed, la
belled graphs with nodes representing agent states, and arcs,
transitions between states. The specification of the various
behaviours of an agent can be given by “annotating” the nodes
and arcs of an automaton with predicates to form predicate
automata as in (Alur and Dill, 1990; Bestavros, 1991; Manna
and Pnueli, 1989;Peters, 1991a). A predicate automaton node
can be annotated with a predicate to specify an activity
associated with the automaton state. It is usually the case that
the arcs of predicate automata are labelled with predicates
identifying enabling conditions or events which cause state
transitions. The earliest appearance of predicate automata
appears to be in the same paper that introduced automata
themselves as a means of modelling the behaviour of neural
nets (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). Later, McCulloch-Pitts
nerve nets were envisaged as an illustration for a general
theory of automata (Kleene, 1956) and as a basis for compu
tational semantics (Constable, 1980).
The aim of this paper is to show how a class of predicate
automata called typed Timed i/o Automata (tTAj/0s) can be
used to reason about the time-constrained behaviour of proc
esses in real-time systems. In such automata, state predicates
can reference an external clock in specifying timing con
straints on the behaviour of an agent. A tTA;/0 has provision
for communicating with other such automata via input/output
channels. In addition, the specification provided by a tTA;/0
includes state types defined in terms of state predicates and arc
predicates (enabling conditions for state transitions). In keep
ing with the theory of types introduced by Martin-Lof (1984),
a state type is interpreted as a proposition. In Martin-Lof’s
type theory, a type is defined by prescribing how to construct
an object of that type. State types for tTA;/0s are specified
using a fragment of Girard’s linear logic.
The advantage of the typing discipline imposed pn predicate
automata is that typing provides a sound as well as convenient
basis for proofs of specifications embodied in these automata.
The reasoning in the proof of a specification given by a tTAj/0
provides evidence that the specification satisfies some property.
Such a proof is termed constructive when the evidence denoted
by it can be computed from it. As in the NuPRL (version Nu of
Proof Refinement Logic) proof assistant (Bates and Constable,
1985; Constable and Bates, 1984; Murthy, 1990), the proof of an
assertion produces some object either implicitly or explicitly.
The object produced by a constructive proof of a specification
provided by a tTAj/0 is a program.
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The basic definitions, terminology, and many of the spe
cial symbols used in this paper are given in Section 2. In
Section 3, fundamental ideas and issues in modelling the
behaviour of real-time programs with automata are discussed.
Typed timed automata are introduced in Section 4. A brief
discussion about clocks and timed behaviours is given in
Section 5. Section 6 provides an introduction to a subset of
real-time temporal logic called TLr(. In Section 7, the notion
of a temporally complete timed automaton is given. A tempo
ral specification of a light-controller for an intersection tra
versed by robots is given in the tTAi/o/TLrt framework in
Section 8. A sample proof of the specification of the lightcontroller is presented in Section 9.

2 DEFINITIONS, TERMINOLOGY AND SPECIAL
SYMBOLS
In this paper, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic
automata theory. In this section, a special class of finite-state
automata introduced by Biichi (1962) as well as variants of
Biichi automata introduced by Muller (1963) is presented.
The definitions of these automata will pave the way for the
introduction of typed timed automata in Section 4. The defi
nitions of these automata use a variety of special symbols,
which we briefly introduce in this section. In what follows, the
terms automaton and machine are used synonymously.
The symbols Q, Q0, F name a set of automaton states, set
of start states, and set of accepting states, respectively. The
notation 2Q is used to specify the set of sets of automaton
states (2Q is also called the power set of states). The symbol
2 identifies an input alphabet for an automaton. Let inf(w) c
Q be the set of states, which are visited infinitely many times
during a run over an infinite word w. The notation <j> (Clocks)
specifies a set of timing constraints.

Definition 2.1
A Biichi automaton (BA) (2, Q, Q0, 8, F) is a non-deterministic, finite state machine with an input alphabet 2, finite set
of states Q, start states Q0 c= Q, accepting states FcQ, and
mapping 8: Q X 2 —> 2Q in a finite set of state transitions.
Biichi acceptance criterion: a run over an infinite word is
accepted, if inf(w)n F & { }.

Definition 2;2
A timed Biichi automaton (TB A) (2, Q, Q0, Clocks, 8, F) is a
Biichi automaton extended with a finite set Clocks of real
valued clocks, finite set of timing constraints <j> (Clock), and
mapping 8: Q X 2 X 2^locl<;s X (J) (Clocks) -4 2*3. TBA
acceptance criterion: a run over an infinite word is accepted,
if inf(w) n F ^ { } and the run is timely (i.e., all timing
constraints in w are satisfied during the run over w).

Definition 2.3
A Muller automaton (MA) is a 5-tuple (2, Q, Q0, 8, F) with
2, Q, Q0, and 8 as in a Biichi automaton, and with accepting
states F e 2Q. Muller acceptance criterion: an infinite word w
is accepted, if inf(w) e F.
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Definition 2.4
A Timed Muller automaton (TMA) is a 6-tuple (2, Q, Q0,
Clocks, 8, F) with 2, Q, Q0, Clocks, F, and 8 as in a TBA. TMA
acceptance criterion: a run over an infinite word is accepted,
if inf(w) e F and the run is timely.
Recall that an ordinary automaton accepts an input string,
if it enters a final state after reading the last symbol in the input
string. This is called the acceptance criterion for an ordinary
finite-state machine. This acceptance criterion implies that
every input string accepted by an ordinary finite-state ma
chine has finite length (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). By
contrast, the notion of an accepting state has a special meaning
in a Biichi machine, since such a machine can accept an input
string with infinite length. It should also be noted that in the
case of an ordinary finite-state automaton such as one used to
model a lexical analyser in the front-end of a compiler, the
input string in an accepting run consists of tokens representing
program constructs like “if’, “identifier”, “then”, and so on
(Aho, Sethi, and Ullman, 1986). By contrast, in a TBA or
TMA the symbols of an input string are part of a logical
expression (e.g., see Figures 2 and 3). For this reason, these
machines are called predicate automata. The input to a predi
cate automaton is a sequence of predicates which are asserted
in turn and which carry the automaton through its states.
In reasoning about a predicate automaton, we frequently use
some notational conventions. Let A, A’ be logical formulas, and
let O w A specify that A is evaluated infinitely often. Assume that
A, A’ are input to a predicate automaton. To specify a temporal
ordering on the evaluation of A and A’, the seq operator is used.
That is, the formula seq(A, A’) specifies a temporally-ordered
sequence of evaluations (i.e., A is evaluated and found valid
before A’ is evaluated). We give a formal definition of seq in
Section 6.1. To express the fact that this sequence is evaluated
infinitely often, we write Ow seq(A, A’).
It is also convenient to introduce the sat operator to indicate
that a formula A is satisfied in a particular state in a predicate
automaton. That is, sat(q, A) asserts “A is satisfied in state q”.
For example, let A = SeeGreen(light), which is evaluated in
state q with state variable light (assume that light is an
enumerated type Color = (yellow, green, blue)). Also assume
that SeeGreen(light) returns true when light = green. Then
sat(q, SeeGreen(light)) asserts that SeeGreen(light) evaluates
to true in state q (i.e., the state variable light has the value
“green” in state q). The symbols a (“and”), Te(arc label
specifying an enabling condition for a state transition ),and 4>
(an automaton property) are often used in this paper in a sat
formula like sat(q, p a te a <j>). This formula asserts that the
conjunction p a te a <j> is satisfied in state q. Possible
automaton properties are absence of livelock, fault-tolerance,
mutual exclusion, and so on. Mutex abbreviates mutual exclu
sion. For example, let Te = (Intersection = “clear”) be a
transition condition for a state labelled CheckCrossing, and let
4> = mutex in apredicate automaton. Then sat(q, CheckCrossing
a Intersection = “clear” a mutex) asserts that the conjunction
is satisfied in state q.
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not SeeGreen(light)

3 MODELLING REAL-TIME PROGRAM BEHAV
IOUR WITH TIMED AUTOMATA
A real-time program defines a computation which is carried
out relative to an external clock. For example, the Ada code
fragment in Figure 1 depends on an external clock during its
computation to determine when a robot can roll into a lightcontrolled intersection:

delay 10

SeeGreen(light)

OtherAction

Legend:
, where

loop
delay 10;
—wait for 10 ticks before next action
if SeeGreen(light) then
roll;
—robot rolls thru intersection if light is green
OtherAction;
—imagine robot performs other actions before
—it reaches the next intersection.
end if;
end loop;
Figure 1: Ada code for a mobile robot in a light-controlled intersection.

This is a code fragment that might be used in controlling
the movements of a mobile robot, which periodically com
petes for access to light-controlled intersections. This is also
an example of a timed behaviour which has infinite length.
That is, this behaviour can represented by infinitely-long,
temporally ordered sequences like the following one:
(delay
delay
delay
delay
delay

10 and not SeeGreen(light),
10 and not SeeGreen(light),
10 and SeeGreen(light), roll, Other Action,
10 and not SeeGreen(light),
10 and SeeGreen(light), roll, Other Action,...)

In keeping with the idea of a temporal ordering, notice that
each
in the sample sequence reads “before”. As an aid to
reasoning about real-time systems, it is our intention to model
such timed behaviours with a predicate form of Biichi au
tomata.

3.1 Example Biichi Automaton
We can model the behaviour in the sample Ada code in Figure
1 with a Biichi machine (see Figure 2). The machine in Figure
2 specifies the computations that can be performed by the
fragment of Ada code in Figure 1. A computation is either a
finite or infinite sequence of states, which are generated
during the execution of a program. As in Alpern (1986), arcs
are labelled with transition predicates (SeeGreen(light), not
SeeGreen(light)). The arcs without labels are assumed to
have “true” as transition predicates. And as in Ostroff (1989),
states are labelled with state predicates, which specify proce
dures. It is assumed that states have duration, and that a state
predicate specifies an action to be performed as part of a state
activity (e.g., roll, the action of moving the robot in state qj
in Figure 2).
State q0 in Figure 2 is both a start state (indicated by a
wedge) and an accepting state (indicated by the concentric
circles).

> indicates start state,

indicates an accepting state.

------------------- indicates a state transition.

Figure 2: Biichi machine modelling behaviour in an Ada loop..end loop.

The labels on the nodes and arcs of a Biichi machine can be
used to construct a logical formula to specify in a concise
manner a property of a specified computation. A safety
property is specified by the Biichi machine in Figure 2,
namely, a robot must always wait at least 10 ticks before it can
attempt to cross a light-controlled intersection, and the
SeeGreen(light) predicate must always evaluate to true before
the robot can roll. We can express this idea concisely by using
the labellings on the nodes and arcs in Figure 2 to construct a
temporal logic formula. To do this, we use a combination of
the O “ (“infinitely often”) and seq (“sequence”) operators to
write down the computations specified by the Biichi machine
in Figure 2 as follows:
O « ((delay 10 and not SeeGreen(light))
or seq(delay 10 and SeeGreen(light), roll, OtherAction)))
A key advantage of the predicate forms of Biichi automata
is that temporal logic formulas can be directly translated into
equivalent Biichi automata (Vardi and Wolper, 1983). In such
translations, automaton state transitions are defined in terms
of atoms of a temporal logic formula (Alpern, 1986, de Jong,
1991). As a result, Biichi automata provide a convenient
means of specifying properties of programs with temporally
ordered actions. The Biichi machine in Figure 2 has a feature
not covered by the definition of a Biichi automaton in Section
2, namely, the state predicate delay 10, which references an
external clock. In fact, the automaton in Figure 2 is an example
of what is known as a Timed Biichi Automaton, which we
briefly explain in Section 3.2. By extending Biichi automata
to include timing features, Timed Biichi automata can be used
to model real-time systems.

3.2 Timed Biichi Automata
Recently there has been an effort to associate the ticks of a
real-time clock with the events in a process behaviour mod
elled by an automaton (Merritt et al., 1991, Henzinger et al.,
1991; Alur and Dill, 1990; Lavignon and Shoham, 1990). In
a TBA, arcs are labelled with predicates (timing constraints
like clock < = 5 and possibly reset(clock)); nodes are labelled
with state predicates (see Figure 3).
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a

3.4 Deterministic Timed Muller Automata
reset(clock)

clock <= 5

reset(clock)

Figure 3: Timed Biichi Automaton referencing external clock clock.

The reset(clock) predicate asserts that clock is reset to zero.
Figure 3 gives an example of a TBA which accepts input
strings specified by the following temporal logic formula:
O w (seq((a and reset(clock)) or (b and reset(clock))), c and
clock < = 5))
In this TBA, there is a single start state and accepting state,
namely, state q0. A sample accepting run of this machine will
have the following form:
a and reset(clock), c and clock < = 5, b and reset(clock),
c and clock < = 5,...
The predicate reset(clock) asserts that clock is reset to zero
in the transitions from q \ to q3, and from q2 to q3. The timing
constraint clock < = 5 asserts that the transition from q3 to q0
can only occur if the elapsed time is within 5 ticks of some
external clock.
The drawback of TBAs is the lack of data variables
such as those found in the Extended State Machines (ESMs)
in Ostroff (1989) and Real-time Transition Systems (RTSs)
in Henzinger et al. (1990). Included in the data variables of
an ESM, for example, is’a rigid clock variable T (a rigid
clock variable is so called because it saves a reading of an
external clock and retains its value despite state changes).
This eliminates the need for the reset(clock) predicate,
which must be part of a transition whenever an external
clock is reset. The use of a clock variable rather than the
reset(clock) predicate, provides a more abstract specifica
tion of process behaviour, because the role of T is hidden
in a specification. The end result is a simpler specification
of timing constraints, which is easier to implement in a
programming language.

3.3 Undecidability of Timed Biichi Automata
In verifying whether an implementation I satisfies its specifi
cation S, we can represent I and S with TBAs. However, the
problem of determining whether an implementation language
L(I) is a subset of a specification language L(S) is undecidable
(Alur and Dill, 1990). In addition, the class of languages
accepted by TBAs is not closed under complementation. The
Undecidability and complementation features of TBAs have
motivated the introduction of deterministic timed Muller
automata presented in the next section.
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A Muller automaton (MA) was first introduced in (Muller,
1963). Deterministic Timed Muller Automata (dTMA) are
investigated in (Alur and Dill, 1990; Arnold, 1984; de Jong,
1991; Guessarian, 1988). A dTMA is a TMA with a single
start state and all transition conditions relative to each state are
mutually exclusive. In the case where there is only one run
over any timed trace in a dTMA, the class of timed languages
accepted by dTMAs is closed under union, intersection and
complementation. As a result, it is now possible to decide
whether an implementation satisfies its specification. Let M
be a dTMA. In addition, the notation 2Q - F denotes those
automaton states in the power set of automaton states not
containing the accepting states in the set F. This notation gives
us a means of defining the complement of a timed Muller
automaton. That is, let complement(M) = (2, Q, Q0, Clocks,
8, 2Q - F) be the complement of M, and which is another
dTMA as shown in Alur and Dill (1990). The complement(M)
has the same underlying structure as M with an accepting
condition given by 2Q - F. That is, a word w is accepted by
complement(M) iff inf(w) cz 2Q - F. This line of reasoning
alio ws us to decide whether L(M ’) c L(M), i .e., whether or not
M’ = complement(M). As a result, if we are given determin
istic timed Muller automata I and S, determining whether L(I)
cL(S) is decidable (Peters, 1991b). However, in their original
form, the nodes of a dTMA are not labelled with state
predicates to specify actions associated with process states.
Hence, dTMAs without state predicates lack expressiveness
as specifications of processes in a real-time system. In addi
tion, a dTMA is untyped, which makes the proof of the
correctness of its specifications more cumbersome. These
drawbacks of dTMAs have motivated the introduction of
typed timed automata presented in the next section.

4 TYPED TIMED I/O AUTOMATA
To model the timed-behaviour of communicating processes in
real-time systems, we introduce a class of predicate automata
called typed Timed I/O Automata (tTAj/0s). A tTAj/0 is an
extension of a timed De Jong-Miiller automaton with nodes
and arcs annotated with predicates and defined as follows:

Definition 4.1
A typed timed I/O automaton (P, Q, Q0, Clocks, 8, N, E, F)
has Clocks, 4> (clocks), F as in a TMA and has the following
features:
— P = {propositions}
— typed states Q
— start states Q0c Q
— S:QXpxpXcj> (Clocks) —» 2*3 (state transition)
— node labels N={plpeQXPXc|> (Clocks)}
— arc labels E= {te I Te e Q X Q X P}
— {hidden input/output channels addressable by p e P}
The node and arc labels as well as the typing of the states
in a tTAj/0 are illustrated in the automaton in Figure 4. A node
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label of a tTA;/0 is a state predicate p e Q X p X <j> (Clocks),
which specifies a timed activity which leads to a discrete
event. In effect, a state predicate specifies a procedure (e.g.,
init(robot_vision) in Fig. 4 specifies a procedure to initialize
a vision control system in start state q0).
roll

te(q^,q2) = SeeGreen(light)
delay(10)
init(robot_vision)
tf®(qtiq3) = not SeeGreen(iight)
PushChangeLight(button;

tey^seq
Legend:

q0, q2, q3 are of type Qseq (sequence states).
q-l is a “choice” state (indicated by ©), which repeats
(indicated by oo).

Figure 4: Typed Timed I/O Automaton for a Robot Vision Controller.

The execution of a procedure specified by a state
predicate results in a transition to a new state. A tTA;/0 arc
label Te e Q XQ X p represents an enabling condition,
which is denoted by Te(q,q’) (or simply te, when it is clear
from the context which arc is labelled by Te). A Te
specifies a boolean condition which must be satisfied
before a transition can occur (e.g., Te(qi, q2) =
SeeGreen(light) enables a transition to state q2 in Figure
4). Let cj) be a tTAj/0 property, which a specified behaviour
must satisfy. In a manner quite similar to Manna (1989), a
transition condition is given by p a Te a c)>. Imagine that
the automaton in Figure 4 has been designed so that the
specified behaviour guarantees mutually exclusive access
by robots to light-controlled intersections (i.e., assuming
an intersection light only turns green when an intersection
is clear). Then, for example, sat(qi, delay(lO) a
SeeGreen(light) a mutex) will hold before a transition
from state qj to state q2 can be made in the automaton in
Figure 4. In the study of tTAj/0s, we are interested in
specifying behaviours so that every transition in a tTAj/0
is possible. Such machines are termed complete.

Definition 4.2
A tTAj/0 is complete if 8 is defined for all tuples (q, p, Te,
4> (clock)) with state predicate p, enabling condition Te, and
timing constraint 4> (clock) on state q.

4.1 TYPING DISCIPLINE IN TIMED I/O AUTOMATA
A tTAj/0 enforces a typing discipline. The timed actions
associated with a state of a tTAj/0 are specified with typed
state predicates; arcs of tTAi/0s are labelled with typed ena

bling conditions for transitions. The typing discipline en
forced by a tTAj/0 adheres to the intuitionistic type theory
(Martin-Lof, 1972,1973,1979,1984; Nordstrom etal, 1986;
Turner, 1989). By this we mean that a type A is defined by
prescribing what must be done to construct an object a of type
A. The notation a: A denotes the fact that a is of type A. In an
attempt to classify the rich set of node structures in the graph
of a typed timed automaton, the nodes of a tTA;/0 are typed.
The type of a node is specified in terms of a property common
to a set of nodes. A node q with out-degree 1 is of type seq (i.e.,
q: QSeq). For example, in Figure 4 the nodes labelled q0, q2, q3
have out-degree 1 and are of type seq (i.e., each of these nodes
belong to a set named Qseq). A tTA;/0 node q with out-degree
>= 2 is of type “choice” (i.e., q: Q"Choice”)- In Figure 4, the
node labelled qi is of type “choice”. We explain the typing of
nodes in tTA;/0 nodes formally in Section 4.3.

4.2 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TIMED I/O
AUTOMATA
Typed TA;/0s are communicating automata. When tTAj/0s
are composed, message-passing between the automata is
made possible by the presence of hidden input/output chan
nels. Each tTAj/0 has input/output channel variables used in
sending and receiving messages over i/o channels. Input/
output automata (A;/0s) were introduced by Lynch and Tuttle
(1988), and extended to include timing constraints by Merritt
et al (1991). Temporal Input/Output Automata (TA;/0s) were
introduced in (Peters and Ramanna, 1991a), and elaborated in
( Peters, 1991c, Peters and Ramanna, 1991b). However, a
TAj/0 is less suitable for proofs of specification, since aTAj/0 is
untyped. The language accepted by a tTAj/0 is the set of the
timed behaviours of an agent. Acceptance of the behaviours of
an agent by a tTAj/0 ensures that each sequence of events in
an agent behaviour satisfies a property specified by the au
tomaton. In the next section, the classification of state types in
terms of state and arc predicates is given.

4.3 State Types
The nodes of a finite, directed, labelled graph representing a
tTA;/0, are automaton states, which are typed. The set of typed
automaton states Q can be viewed as a union of sets of typed
states:
Q =Qi UQ2U ... uQjU ... uQn
The set Q; is interpreted constructively as a type. Then it
is necessary to prescribe formation rules for type Q j, so it can
be determined when an automaton state q is a member (read
“proof object”) of Q j, and when two members of Q; are equal.
The membership and equality rules for state types of a predi
cate automaton are defined in terms of a function with fixed
points. The fixed, point of a function f: X —> X is an object x
in the domain of f such that
f(x) = x, where x is a fixed point of f for x e X
Let q be a state of a tTA;/0 M. In M, let p, Te, cj> be a state
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predicate labelling q, enabling condition labelling an arc (q,
q’), and automaton property cj>, respectively. Assume that the
node labelled q has out-degree 1. Then the following function
iiseq has fixed points relative to the satisfiability of p a Te a
cj> in state q:

Table1!. Linear Logic Operators.
Operator

Interpretation

ffi. a,b

Direct sunt, where ©. a,b reads “choice of a single alterna
tive, independent of other choices.”
Negation of a.
Tensor sum, where ty. a,b reads “a-1- entails b or b-*- entails a”.
The choice of a depends on the negation of b; the choice of b,
on the negation of a.

a-1a,b

qeQ seq

if sat(q,

p a Te a 4>)

‘seq (q) =
q’ e Q’ | Q’ n Qseq - f 1

That is, state q is a fixed point of function iiseq and state q
belongs to state type Qseqi if the conjunction p a Te a tj> is
satisfied in state q. Otherwise, q belongs to some other state
type Q’, where Q’ and Qseq are disjoint. Functions of the form
iiseq are useful in formulating membership and equality rules
for state types.
The key to distinguishing one state type from another is
identifying the kinds of transitions that are possible from a
given state. As an example, we can collect together all those
states having a single choice of a transition (with outgoing arc
labelled e). Let all states with a single outgoing arc be of
type Qseq (i.e., as part of a sequence of states beginning with
state q). Let (q\ q”)° in E denote that (q’, q”) is the only
outgoing arc from state q’. Then the membership and equality
rules for type Qseq are given as follows:

The notation op. a,b in Table 1 is the prefix form of a op b,
which we often use to simplify a specification to avoid
parentheses. In classifying state types, we identify various
choices of transitions that are possible from a given state.
These choices of transitions from a state q are based on the
evaluation of the state predicate p on q, enabling condition(s)
(one or more arc inscriptions symbolized by Te, Te’, Te”,...)
on arc(s) leaving q, and an automaton property <j> (which by
definition is satisfied in every state of the automaton!). The
identification of states which belong to a state type is carried
out in terms of the fixed points of an iia: Q —» Q function
named in terms of some selection condition a. We give a
selection of state types in Table 2.
Table 2. State Types.
Slate
Type
Qseq

Fixed Point Function

Explanation

iiseq(q) = q. if sat(q, p aTc a <|>)

q has a single outgoing arc and q

elscqtQ\Q'nQscq = | ) fi

satisfies p aTc a <j).

p©
membership:

Q©

(p’ labels q’,
e’ inscribes (q\ q”)°,
cj>, automaton property)
q e Qseq iiseq(q’) e

q’ 6 Qseq

—~—

►©

equality:

Qseq

(p = p’ labelling q’,
e = e’ inscribes (q\ q”)°,
(j), automaton property)
q £ Qseq iiseq(q’)

ii@(q) = q, if sat(q, p a ©,Te,Te*

a

<J>)

q has arcs (q,q*), (q,q”) labeled

else q e Q\ Q'nQ®={ } fi

Te, Te*, respectively, and q satisfies
p a ®.Te,Te* a (J).

iipar(q) = q> if sat(q, p a y .Te,Te*a $)

q has arcs (q,q*), (q.q”) labeled

else qeQ*,Q*nQ$> = { } fi

Te, Te', respectively, and q satisfies

e Qseq

q = q’ e Qseq

In these state type rules, q e Qseq is an assumption which
asserts that the set Qseq is inhabited (not empty). Above the
line on the right-hand side of each rule, the assumptions inside
the parentheses are premises for the assertion iiSeq(q’)e QseqWhenever the assertions above the line are satisfied in states
q, q’, then we can infer the conclusions below the lines in these
rules.

p

a

4>.

e' A
Q abort

'iabort(q) = q. if sat(q, p1)
elseqeQ*,Q*nQaborl ={ } fi

q fails to satisfy its state predicate.

px©

4.3.1 Linear Logic Classification of State Types
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.Te,Tc*

e A ©',1

Qtimout

In a typed timed input/output automaton, there are a rich
variety of state types (see Table 2) specified with choice
operators from linear logic (see Table 1). Linear logic is used
in typed automata theory to classify state types representing
choice. That is, we utilize the direct sum © and constructive
or operators from linear logic [6] given in Table 1.

a

*itimoui(q') - q’* if sat(q 1 (q*),
P< k(q)lA^imeout (q, q’) a <j>)
else q e Q\ Q* n Q tjmou[ = { } fi

q fails to satisfy its state predicate,
within k ticks, and a transition is
made to q’ (timeout state).

i ✓-n timeout.
p<k ©—
Q°°

ii°°(x, q, seq)
= seq(q, ii°°(succ(x), q\ seq)),
ifq = q* inTdq>qelse seq(q, ii°°(x, q*, seq)) fi , x e Nats

Recurrent state (see Section 4.3.2).
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In Table 2, we have hidden the issue of whether a state
represents an internal action (without i/o) or a state represent
ing an action with i/o. Normally, the parameters of a state
predicate will tell the story. In cases where we want explicit
indication of a state type for automaton states with i/o, we use
the notation Qj0. Then, for example, Q® with i/o would be
written Qj0®, and so on. Also notice that the membership
rules forformation of state types Q®, Q^, Qabortand Qtimout
have the same form as the formation rules for Qseq.

In other words, a transduction Tdq; q> asserts that predicate
P is proved in state q before predicate P’ is evaluated in state
q’. In this section, we use the seq and Tdq;q> to formulate the
rules for determining membership in a recurrent state type.
The function ii°° is defined recursively as follows:
ii°°(x, q, seq) = if q = q’ in Tdq>q’ then seq(q, ii°°(succ(x), q’, seq))
else seq(q, ii°°(x, q’, seq))
fi, x e Nats
We can determine if a state q is a recurrent state (q e Q°°)

4.3.2 Recurrent states
The state type Q°° in Table 2 corresponds to the set of recurrent
states in a typed predicate automaton. The notation q : Q~
denotes a state that occurs infinitely often during an accepting
run of a tTA;/0. There are many different types of recurrent
states (in Table 2, Qseq, Q®, Q^>, Qabort and Qtim0ut can be
recurrent). In intuitionistic terms, the judgment q e Q°° asserts
that q is a proof object of Q”. That is, a recurrent state type Q°°
is inhabited by a state q, if q is a proof object in the type Q°°.
This still leaves open the question of the meaning of °° in this
context. This can be explained using an intuitionistic interpre
tation of the mathematics of infinity suggested by Martin-Lof
(1988). Let the fixed point operator fix(f) with respect to some
function f be defined as expressed in the domain theory of
Scott (1982):
fix(f) - f(f(f(...)))
So, for example, we can define a function fix recursively in
terms of a function f as follows:

in a tTAi/0 as follows:
q e Q~, if sat(q, pAteAcjOVxe Nats as x -»°° in ii°°(x, q, seq)
The x parameter in ii°°(x, q, seq) serves as a counter, which
approaches infinity as long as each occurrence of q in this
recursion satisfies the conjunction p a Te a <jx The ii°°(x, q,
seq) recursion results in a repetition of state q which repeats
infinitely often as part of a sequence of transductions. There
is also the possibility of a finite number of other automaton
states following q’ before the recurrent state q recurs (i.e.,
before q appears again during an accepting run). That is,
seq(q, ii°°(succ(x), q\ seq) = seq( q, seq(q’, ii°°(succ(x), q”, seq))),
x e Nats as x -4 ■»
which expresses the fact that state q is visited infinitely often,
if x
“ as a result of applying the successor function
repeatedly. In other words,
seq( q, seq(q\ ii“(succ(x), q”, seq)))

fix(a, f) = f(fix(a, f))
For example, if we let f be the Pascal function sqr to
compute the square of a number, and let a be of type Nats (0,
1,...), then fix recurses as follows:
fix(a, sqr) = sqr(sqr(sqr(...sqr(fix(a, sqr))...)))

asserts that state q occurs before state q’ and eventually there
is a transition from q to q’ (‘before’ and ‘seq’ are defined
formally in Section 6.1). The formation rules for recurrent
states are
membership:

This idea can be used to formulate the following rules to
define infinity using the succ (successor) function:
a e Nats

(x e Nats)
succ(x) e Nats

fix(a, succ) e Nats

a e Nats

(x e Nats)
succ(x) e Nats

fix(a, succ) = succ(fix(a, succ)) € Nats

Then infinity is defined as

q e Q“

equality:

(p’ labels q’,
e’ labels (q\ q”)°,

(p = p’ labeling q’,
e = e’ labels (q\ q”)°,

4>)
sat(q’, p’ a te’ a cj>)
V x e Nats as x -4 »
in ii°°(x, q’, seq)

sat(q’, p’ a te’ a cjj)
V x e Nats as x h> °°
in ii°°(x, q’, seq)

q’eQ~

q e Q°°

q = q’6 Q“

°° = fix(0, succ) = succ(fix(0, succ)) e Nats
In a similar manner, we can use the notion of the fixed point
of a recursive function ii°° in terms of the succ function, seq
operator, and transduction Tdq^q’ (transformation of state q to
q’). Using the seq operator, we define a transduction as
follows:

Let ct = seq(q0, qi,...., q;,..., qn) be a sequence of states
visited during an accepting run of a tTA;/0 for an infinite word
w. Let inf(w) be the set of states in u each of which is visited
infinitely many times during a run over w. As a result,
inf(w) = (q e Q I sat(q, p a te a 4>) V x e Nats as x -»°°
in ii°°(x, q, seq)} cF.

Definition 4.3
A transduction Tdq^’ = seq(P, P’) defines a transformation

4.3.3 Example

from state q into state q’ in terms of evaluations of state
predicates P, P’ labelling q, q’, respectively.

Because we are interested in using type theory as an aid to
reasoning about a specification provided by a tTAj/0, we
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normally indicate the typing of an automaton state q with the
sat formula used in the formation of a set of states. Notice that
in the automaton in Figure 4, we used the names of sets to
indicate state types. Armed with the idea of membership rules
for constructing the sets of states for each state type, we can
now indicate the typing of the states for predicate automata
like the automaton in Figure 4 as shown in Table 3.

The judgment t e Tm asserts that t is a proof of the specification
Tm. The membership rule for an automaton type Tm tells us
that if Tm is inhabited (t e Tm), automaton property type <E> is
inhabited (4> e <f>), and that if automaton t’ satisfies property
4> (sat(t\ <)>)), then t’ e Tm. The equality rule tells that two
automata of type Tm are equal, if they have the same output
and satisfy the same property.

Notation:

5 CLOCKS AND TIMED BEHAVIOURS

q01 (q0 is borrowed from Prolog, and specifies thatq0 is at the
head of a list of states, and (q,) is the tail of this list, which
consists of a single state, namely, qh

Timing constraints of a typed TAj/0 reference ticks of an
external clock in the set Clocks. The flexible variable time (in
the set of data variables D in a tTAj/0) gives the value of a
clock in the current state. Clock readings are non-negative,
real numbers. Each time an event occurs, a reading of an
external clock is associated with that event. That is, each
event e is conceptualized as a pair (e, time). As a result, a
timed sequence of events (3 in the behaviour of an agent
modelled by a tTAj/0 has a trace of the form:

Table 3. Satisfaction formulas in specifying automaton state types.
State Type

Satisfaction formulas as state types

qo

Q seq

q0 : sat(q0 I (qp, init(robot_vision)

qi

<Q®~

q, : sat(q!,delay

10a®.
a

a

true a mutex)

SeeGreen(light)-*-, SeeGreen(light)

mutex)

q2

Qseq

q2 : sat(q2 1 (qp, roll

qj

Q seq

q3: sat(q3 1 (qp, PushChangeLightButton

a

P = (e0, time0), (ep timei), ...(e;, time;),...

true a mutex)
a

true a mutex)

The use of satisfaction formulas to specify state types is an
application of what is known as propositions as types. That is,
a proposition is identified with the set of its proofs. It is the
interpretation of propositions as types which gives construc
tive type theory its name. In constructive type theory, a type
is defined by prescribing what we must do to construct an
object of that type (Martin-Lof, 1984; Nordstrom, Petersson,
and Smith, 1990). In the context of typed states of an automa
ton, the proof of a satisfaction formula used in a state member
ship rule relative to automaton states, gives us a means of
constructing the set of states for a particular state type.

4.4 Automaton Types
The typing of automata is hierarchical. This hierarchy starts
with automaton states, and extends to automata, and has been
extended to systems of automata (Peters, 1991b). Let Tm be an
automaton type, and let
IN = set of possible inputs to t e Tm,
t(in)(in e IN) = set of outputs of automaton t
Let 4> be a property which is satisfied by automaton t. The
membership and equality rules for Tm are
membership:
3t: t e Tm

equality:
(4> e $)
sat(t\ <j>)

t’eTm

3t: t e Tm

(V in e IN, 4> e
t’ € Tm)
t(in) = t’(in) and sat(t’, 4>)

t = t’eTm

Type theory is useful in reasoning about automaton types.
In the context of typed timed i/o automata, the proposition as
type idea can be used in constructing the set of automata for
a particular automaton type. An automaton type Tm for a
tTAi/0 is a proposition which specifies a real-time program.
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Let R+ denote the non-negative reals; Nats, the natural
numbers 0, 1, .... In addition, let time;, timej belong to p.
Then, as in (Alur and Dill, 1990; Peters, 1991a), a timed trace
P has the following properties:
Zero-time in start state:
Strict Monotonicity:
Unboundedness:

time0 = 0 in (e0, time0)
V i, j e Nats: time; < timej for i < j
V time e R+, 3 i eNats: time < timej

6 TIMED-BEHAVIOUR EXPRESSED WITH
EXPLICIT CLOCK TEMPORAL LOGIC
The behaviour of a real-time system can be specified with
Real-Time Temporal Logic (RTTL) found in (Ostroff, 1989;
Harel, Lichtenstein and Pnueli, 1989; Henzinger et al, 1990).
When temporal logic is applied to the study of processes, the
formulas of temporal logic are interpreted as predicates over
sequences of process states (Alpern, 1986). Each state occurs
at some instant in time in which the values of process variables
can be inspected. During a succession of states, changing
values of state variables may entail changing truth values of
predicates about state variables. Hence, it is appropriate to use
some form of temporal logic to describe process behaviour.
Temporal logic allows the specification of a temporal order
ing of actions of a system agent. Temporal formulas can be
used to enumerate state transitions (transformations of one
state into a new state) in a behaviour as well as the order in
which transitions are made.
RTTL provides a concise means of prescribing a property
of a behaviour represented by a temporal I/O automaton. This
form of temporal logic is essentially the same as the original
temporal logic introduced by Manna and Pnueli (1981,1983)
with the addition of data variables for timing constraints, and
the inclusion of the linear logic operators ©, t? (Girard,
1987). The temporal logic used in this article is a form of RealTime Temporal Logic called TLrt, which has derived tempo
ral operators taken from (Peters, 1991a; Peters and Ramanna,
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1992) as well as a new derived operator, namely, whenever.
For simplicity, we limit the presentation of TLrt to a discus
sion of whenever, U (until), temporal operators derived from
U: o“ (infinitely often), and seq(pi, P2,—, Pn)- The temporal
language TLrt is defined as follows:

assertion is useful in specifying the condition A under which
a procedure identified by a predicate p can be used and
possibly reused. The concept of a whenever assertion was
suggested by Alkalaj (1992).

Alphabet
— A denumerable set of variables: x, y,...
— A denumerable set of n-ary functions: f, g,...
— A denumerable set of n-ary predicate symbols: p, q,...
— symbols ±, whenever, a, ©, ip, V, (,), U.

6.2 Timed Transductions and Timed Transition Rules

Well-formed formulas of TLrt are defined inductively as
follows:
— Every atomic formula is a formula.
— If x is a variable and A is formula, then V x A is a formula.
— If A and B are formulas, then A-1-, (A a B), (A © B),
(A ip B),
(A U B), whenever A (B) are formulas.

6.1 Semantics of Temporal Operators.
In defining the semantics of the temporal operators for TLrt,
we use the notation (q0,...,qx) t= p to assert that the predicate
is satisfied in each of the states in the sequence (q0,...,qx), i.e.,

(q0,...,qx) 1= P

= V i: x >= i >= 0: sat(q;, p)

The assertion sat(qi5 p) means that the formula p is provable
in state q^ In what follows, let q0 represent the current state in
a behaviour. Letp, p’,pi, P2> •••.Pn be predicates. Also, letL =
(pi, p2, ...,pn), a list of predicates with head(L) = pi, tail(L)
= (p2, ...,pn). The semantics of U and the operators derived
from U are as follows:
pUp’
p before p’
OP
qk= seq(p)
seq(L)
Owp

= 3 k: (q0,...,qk-i) i= p and qk t= p’
= 3k: 1 <=k: q0t=pand(q1,...,qk)t=pUp’
= true U p
= qkt= p
= head(L) before seq(tail(L))
- seq(p, 0“p)

The predicate p U p’ asserts that the predicate p’ eventually
holds (either in the current or in some future state) and that the
predicate p holds in the current state and in each of the states
until the state when p’ holds. By contrast, p before p’ asserts
that p is guaranteed to hold initially and sometime later p’ will
hold. For this reason, before is called a precedence operator
(Kroger, 1985). Let Ta and IA be the starting and ending
times, respectively, in proving the formula A. A whenever
assertion is defined recursively using the seq operator as
follows:
whenever A (p) = A-1- ip seq(31, t’: Real, t = Ta and t’
= iA, p, whenever A (p))
In other words, if we assert “whenever A (p)”, we are
claiming that if we discover that we can prove A (in real-time),
this is followed by the evaluation of p, which is then followed
by the possibility that we can repeat these steps. A whenever

A timed transition rule defines the basis for a time-con
strained transition between states in an automaton. These
rules are useful in formulating timing as well as other consist
ency constraints imposed on system behaviour. In the design
of a real-time system, we are interested in formulating statetransformational control rules to guarantee consistency in a
system behaviour. Rather than speak in terms of entire state
sequences in a timed-behaviour (the macro view), transition
rules provide a refined granularity in the prescription of
transitions between states within a behaviour (the micro
view). Transition rules are defined in terms of time-con
strained state predicates. Let t represent the current time; k,
the number of ticks of an external clock; timeout, an excep
tion condition which occurs if the evaluation of state predi
cate P is not completed before the deadline specified by k is
reached.

Definition 6.1
A time-constrained state predicate P< k specifies a procedure
with an upper time bound k defined as follows:
P< k (0 = (3 t’ e [ t, t+k) I ©. P(t’), timeout)

Definition 6.2
A timed transition rule Trq;q’ = sat( q I (q’), P<k a Te a cf>) is
a satisfaction rule that prescribes under what conditions a
transformation from one state to another should be made
relative to a time-constrained procedure specified by P<k, a
state predicate labeling state q.

Definition 6.3
A timed transduction Tdq;q’ = seq( P<k, P’ ) defines the
transformation of state q into state q’ in terms of state predi
cates P<k and P’, duration of state q activity with k ticks, and
possible input from and output to I/O channels by the opera
tion specified by the state predicate P<k labeling state q.
For simplicity, the notation Tdq q’ is used for both timed
and untimed transductions, since the seq assertion used to
define a transduction tells the story. A timed transduction
Tdq,q’ = seq( P<k, P’) asserts that “state predicate P is satisfied
within k ticks in state q before state predicate P’ is satisfied in
state q’ ”. On the one hand, a timed transition rule specifies
under what conditions a timed transduction (i.e., transforma
tion of a state into a new state) is made. On the other hand, a
transduction Tdq;q’ is a temporal ordering of state predicates
with a tacit ordering of corresponding events. In the case
where a tTAj/0 is deterministic, there is a strict relationship
between Trq;q>s and Tdq^q’s.
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7 TEMPORALLY COMPLETE I/O AUTOMATA
It is important for control engineers designing a real-time
system to know under what conditions the behaviour of a
system is predictable. For this reason, the completeness of a
temporal I/O automaton with respect to timing constraints is
of interest.

Definition 7.1
A timed I/O automaton is complete if
i) every state predicate specifies a time-constrained procedure.
ii) for every state, there is a possible timeout transition.
iii) for every state q, there is a transition rule Trq>q’ which is
valid.
This definition implies a relationship between transition
rules and transductions in a complete TA;/0, which we express
in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1
Let p< k be a state predicate specifying a time-constrained
procedure relative to a state q in a complete TAj/0 called M.
Then there exists a state q’ in M such that there is a transduction
Tdq,q’-

Proof:
Let M be a complete TAj/0, and let p<k, p be state predicates
labeling states q, q’, let Te(q, q’) be states in M connected by
the arc (q, q’) labelled with Te, and let 4> be a property of M.
Let P<k, P’ be state predicates labeling states q, q’, respec
tively. In the event of a timeout (P requires more than k ticks),
then Trq^q’ = sat(q, I (q’), P<k-*- a timeout a 4>) is valid in state
q. In the case where a timeout does not occur in state q, then
by definition we can formulate the transition rule Trqiq’ =
sat(q, I (q’), P<k a Te a 4>), which is valid in state q. Tiq q’
asserts that the action specified by P<k has completed within
k ticks of the external clock and that Te and 4> are also satisfied
in state q. By definition, a timed action specified by P<k leads
to an event at some time t in which either the procedure
specified by P(t) completes its activity or there is a timeout
(i.e., a state change occurs). We also know by definition of a
complete TAj/0 that in either case at least one enabling
condition Te(q, q’) and property c|> will be satisfied in state q.
Hence, in both cases, this means that there exists a state q’ such
that Tdq q’ = seq( P<k, P’ ) occurs in state q.

Definition 7.2
A complete TAj/0 M is deterministic if transition conditions
relative to each state in M are mutually exclusive.
In the case where a temporally complete automaton is
deterministic, we can state the relationship between
transduction rules and transductions formally as follows:

Proposition 2
Let sat(q I (q’), P< ^ a Te a 4>) be the transition rule for a
transformation of state q to q’ and let P’ be the state predicate
which labels the node q’ of a deterministic complete TA;/0.
Then
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Tiqjq’ = sat(q I (q’), P<k a Te a (|>) o Tdqiq’ = seq(P<k, P’)

Proof:
(=>) Let M be a deterministic, complete TAj/0, and let q, q’,
Te(q, q’) be states in M connected by the arc (q, q’) labelled
with Te, and let c|> be a property of M. Assume that sat(q I (q’),
P<k a Te a 4>) holds in state q. Let P’ be the state predicate
labeling state q’. By Prop. 1, we know Tdq^q’ = seq(P<k, P’) is
possible. Since M is deterministic, we also know that Tdq>q’
specifies the only transduction that can occur (i.e., mutually
exclusive enabling conditions guarantees that only one tran
sition rule is valid in state q).
(<=) Assume that the transduction Tdq;q> = seq(P<k, P’)
holds in state q. Since M is complete, we know that there exists
a valid transition rule in state q. Since M is deterministic, there
is only one transition rule which is valid in state q, namely,
sat(q I (q’), P<k a Te a 4>).

8 EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION
We illustrate the visualization of a controller in a real-time
system in terms a very simplified model for a “seeing eye”
controller, which guards an intersection used by mobile
robots similar to those described in Maravall (1990) and
elaborated in Peters and Ramanna (1991a), Peters (1993). In
this model, a robot wanting to cross a light-controlled inter
section and which sees a green light, uses its navigation
controller to send a request to the light controller for permis
sion to enter the intersection. It is the responsibility of the
light controller to grant a request to cross the intersection,
provided the intersection is clear. In the case where a robot
approaching the intersection sees a red light, its navigation
controller asks the light controller to change the lights. When
a robot sees a green light, it still must request permission to
cross an intersection. For simplicity, we assume the intersec
tion is always clear in exactly one direction. The temporal
specification of the behaviour of the light controller is given
textually by
timed behaviour of lisht controller
O w seq( delay 10,
—
—
©. whenever IsCleargreen
(GrantRequestj0<i5), —
whenever IsClearrecj
—
(ChangeLightSj0<i5) —

time to synchronize the lights.
Wayclearingreendirection?
wait 15 ticks for request, or
Way clear in red direction?
wait 15 ticks to change lights

Notation
The subscript <15 on GrantRequestj0<i5 indicates that a
deadline of 15 clock ticks has been imposed on GrantRequest;0,
which is a parameterless remote procedure (its connection to
an i/o channel is symbolized by the io subscript). If IsCleargreen
holds, and the light controller then attempts to perform
GrantRequest, it waits up to 15 clock ticks for a call by a
navigation controller of a mobile robot wishing to enter the
intersection.
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The temporal logic specification of the light controller says
that infinitely often after delaying 10 ticks, the controller waits
15 ticks for either (whenever the green direction is clear) a
request from a robot to enter the intersection or (whenever the
red direction is clear) a request from a robot to change the
lights. The controller should preserve mutually exclusive
access to the intersection. Let Waiting be the set of all robots
currently waiting to cross the intersection; RedDirection, the
set of all robots moving (or stopped!) within the intersection
and in the direction in which the intersection light is red;
GreenDirection, the set of all robots within the intersection
and in the direction in which the intersection light is green.
The visualization of the behaviour of the light controller in
terms of a tTA;/0 is given in Figure 5.

9 CORRECTNESS ISSUES
In Figure 7, the attributes for a fragment of an abstract program
are extracted each time a transduction is made during a proof
of the specification provided by the automaton in Figure 6.
The property we wish to prove is that the light controller
guarantees mutual exclusion (only one mobile robot can be in
an intersection at any one time). We give a proof of this
property in Figure 7. The controller must control access to the
intersection it governs so that it is clear before changing the
lights, or granting a robot permission to cross the intersection.
In Fig. 7, completes(a), atmostone(a), mutex() mean “action
a completes,” “at most one i/o action completes,” and “timed
trace guarantees mutually exclusive access to a shared re
source,” respectively.

q.j: sat(q 1, GrantRequest j0<i5

(Partial) Abstract
Program

Constructive Proof

A Card(GreenDirection) = 0)
A © . IsClear Qr, IsClear
IsClear „
A

Card(intersection) = 0)

GrantRequest j0<i5
IsClear

delay 10

A Card(RedDirection) = 0)

Figure 5: Controller Automaton.

The program specified by a tTAj/0 is extracted while
proving that an automaton satisfies required properties. To
extract the program specified by a tTAj/0, the meaning of each
predicate is defined with an attribute specifying a fragment of
program code. Let p0, p 1, and p2 be state predicates for states
q0, qi, and q2, respectively. These predicates are attributed as
follows:
p0, [ loop, select ]
compiles to loop p0; select
pi, [ whenever IsCleargr ] compiles to when IsCleargr => pi
P2, [ whenever IsClearrecj ] compiles to when IsClearreci => p2
An annotated version of the guard in Figure 5 is given in
Figure 6. To maintain the generality of the specification, the
attributes of each part of a specification belong to an abstract
programming language, which resembles Ada. The attributes
of tTAi/0 predicates should be thought of as annotations (they
are normally hidden, and added during the later stages of
modelling).
q1: sat(q

1,

GrantRequest j0<^5

A Card(GreenDirection) = 0)
IsClear _r

A Card(interseciion) = 0)

GrantRequest |0<15 [whenever IsClear^. ]

delay 10 [loop; select]
[wheneverIsClearred ]

q2: sat(q 2, ChangeLights jo<15
A Card(RedDirection) = 0)

Figure 6: Attributed Typed TAj/0.

q0 *= Card(Waiting) > 0
q0 \= Card(RedDirection) = 0
q0j= Card(GreenDirection) = 0
q0t= delay 10

3.0 qo:Q©°°, qi: Qseq,q2: Qseq

q2: sat(q 2, ChangeUghtsjo<15

q0:sat(q Q, delay 10,
A® • IsCiear gr, IsClear

0
1
2
3

3.1 q0e Qe
3.2 ii@(q0)
4
sat(q0, delay 10
a ©.IsClearCTr, IsClearrecj
a Card(waiting) > 0)
5
IsClearreci

6

Trq0,q2

7

Tdqo,q2

7.1

92 £ Q seq

7.2

»scq(q2)

8

assump.
assump.
assump.
assump.
assump.
fr 3.0
fr 3.1
fr3.2
fr 1, 2 (choice)
frO
fr 1,4
fr 3,4, 5, def. of Tr
fr 6, Prop. 2
loop
delay 10;
select
fr3.0

fr 7.1
fr 7
fr 8, 7.2
fr 1
fr 9, def. of sat
fr 10
fr 9, 11, def. of Tr
fr 12, Prop. 2
when IsClearrecj =>
ChangeLightSj0<i5;
q0>q2>qoi= atmostone(ChangeLightSja fr 7, 13
when IsCleargr =>
q0,q i ,q01= atmostone(GrantRequest j0) by symmetry
GrantRequestj0<i5fr 14, 15
mutex(Tdq0q2, Tdq25qo)

seq(delay 10, ChangeLightSj0<i5)
sat(q2, ChangeLightSi0<i5
9
a Card(RedDirection) = 0)
10 q2 l=ChangeLightsj0<i5
11 completes(ChangeLightSj0<i5)
12 Trq2,qo
13 Tdq2,qo
14
15
16

Figure 7: Partial Abstract Program from Constructive Proof.

In this discussion, we have not treated the automation of
the proof of the correctness of a typed automaton specifica
tion. This is done by formulating an automaton property as a
goal in NuPRL, and formulating tactics which automate the
production of subgoals in proving state types. We also have
not treated the problem of how the code for-an abstract
program would be extracted during a constructive proof. In
the example proof in Figure 7, the partial code for an impera
tive program is extracted (without addressing the issue of
marking states like qo so that its attribute is not extracted more
than once). It should be noted that the imperative program
extracted in Figure 7 is superfluous, since a complete proof of
an automaton type done in NuPRL will result in computa
tional content (a X term). However, if it is the intent of a
designer to derive a controller to be run on a transputer, for
example, then an imperative program (perhaps in Ada) would
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be desirable. The main thrust of this article is not on the
program which is a by-product of a constructive proof, but
rather on the benefit of using a typed automaton in designing
a software system.

10 CONCLUSION
The tTAj/o/TLrt framework provides a basis for modelling the
behaviour of a real-time system. The typing of automaton states
contributes useful information in constructing provably correct
prototypes of real-time systems. To the extent that a program is
identified with its behaviour, a constructive proof of a typed
TAj/0 is the specified program. In other words, the proof
constructs the specified behaviour. The attributes of state predi
cates facilitate the extraction of some form of familiar program
code during a constructive proof. In effect, typed TAj/0s provide
a basis for the development of provably correct real-time sys
tems. TLrt provides a concise means of expressing properties of
automata we wish to prove. The combination of constructive
proofs and the expressiveness provided by typed automata and
TLrt, offers an appealing approach to a reasoning process in the
design of reliable real-time systems.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
25 November 1993
Dear Editor
COMPUTER SCIENCE CONSIDERED HARMFUL
As a reasonably long term participant in the information industry, I have had a
continuing concern with the issue of what is an appropriate elementary tertiary
education for a new Practising Computing Professional, and what should be the
form and content of continuing education and training for an old one. These
issues are becoming more, not less, important as the pace of technological and
organisational change continues to increase. In recent times, the continuing
education arena is better catered for than ever before through a combination of
Government policy initiatives, the commercial seminar business, and, at the
margin, the work of the Australian Computer Society through its PCP program.
However, the situation in our universities is a cause for grave concern. With a
few notable exceptions, these are dominated by academic computer scientists
worshipping at the altar of scientific and pseudo scientific research. The battle
has largely been lost to introduce applied concepts, and relevant vocationally
oriented competencies and ideas. Even the smallest and most academically
insignificant former CAE is purging its curricula and its staff of PCPs in order
to pursue narrow goals of research respectability upon which funding and
promotion is based.
As a sometime refugee from the academic trenches, who is now manager of
an information management unit in the public sector, I am appalled at the
standard of output I see from even (particularly) our oldest and most respected
academic institutions. I feel great sympathy for those PCP colleagues still
struggling against the rising tide of irrelevant computing science being force fed
to undergraduates still persevering.
Perhaps you may wish to consider the following dot points, none of which
will be unfamiliar:
• In the Global Information Technology Village (GITV) of the 21st century,
not only will there be a very few computer scientists required, but also many
fewer software engineers.
—Those computer scientists that are required will need significant techno
logical awareness in communications and interconnectivity, as well as
more traditional scientific discipline of research. Only the very few, very
best academic researchers can expect to remain as scientists in the pursuit
of this kind of excellence.
—Those software engineers that are required will be concentrated in
specialist contracting houses, facilities management shops, and in the
establishments of vendors ofpackaged, high level software systems. Only
the most excellent, most productive and most dedicated can expect to be
employed in this occupation. Other operational software engineering
skills will become sub-professional (like motor mechanics), and, in the
long run, will largely disappear (like panel beaters).
• The bulk of the skilled Practising Computing Professionals will be working
in the service sector of the GITV, involved in various aspects of information
resource management — of which IT infrastructure is undoubtedly one
element, but by no means the most important. System outputs mostly are, and
certainly will be, deliverable in clients’ terms. They will be owned and
managed by the users. PCPs will be consultants and partners, assisting with
service delivery, but in the users’ environment.
• Many of the requisite skills of the PCPs as partners and consultants are quite
peripheral to traditional computer science and software engineering. They
include:
—Strategic planning skills to understand the nexus between the outcomes
and outputs in both large and small corporate organisations, and the

relationship of this nexus to budgeting, planning, implementations and
review processes.
—Accounting skills in order to assist in the financial analysis of information
as a fundamental asset, and how it can add value to an organisation’s core
business outputs.
—Project management skills to understand appropriate administrative
structures, and how to apply quality, contract and risk management
techniques that enable successful project outcomes.
—Business process re-engineering, TQM continuous improvement tech
niques and human resource management skills in an environment where
the only element of cybernetic stability is change itself.
• For previous generations, many of these skills have been regarded as being
people oriented, that can be gained as the wisdom of age and experience,
through surviving with ones career intact for the decade between graduation
and professional maturity. While it is the responsibility of tertiary education
to adequately prepare the way, through creating necessary intellectual
discipline, and longer term professional flexibility and awareness, the pace
of technological development no longer allows employers the luxury of
waiting for this rite of passage.
• The challenge facing a university department in a competitive environment,
is to show it can provide in its undergraduate program the tools and
techniques, as well as the wider educational assets of intellectual discipline,
flexibility and awareness, needed by future PCPs. If possible, this should be
done without jeopardising the opportunities for those who may wish to go on
to higher academic research; if not, then providing for future research needs
should be deferred until an honours year. The pace of the technological world
will no longer allow some variation of the mandarin approach to education
— that the nature of the intellectual test matters less than its rigour. Even at
the undergraduate level, this intelligence test must be relevant in acontinuing
sense. It is my belief that undergraduate teaching, using the vernacular of the
scientific paradigm alone, is insufficient. Indeed, this paradigm may well
lack enough relevance to be more than a minor part of a PCP’s undergraduate
education — as one, or perhaps two, service units.
If the above discussion provides some clues as to why desirable outcomes
of an undergraduate program are not being achieved, here are some remain
ing questions:
• What are the outputs that are most likely to achieve requisite outcomes —
particularly outcomes with that most redeeming quality attribute of useful
ness?
• Are the present educational processes (as distinct from intellectual content)
sufficiently appropriate?
• If not, which should be changed? And how?
• What are good performance measures that can be applied to decide whether
the new outcomes have been achieved?
If the scientific research paradigm is indeed irrelevant, university curricula
must not be reviewed by other academic scientists. Standards must be hoisted
in other parts of the GITV challenging the relevance and quality of the graduate
output from our tertiary institutions. Nothing is more distressing for an
employer than to reject a promising young mandarin, because there is no longer
the luxury to pay him or her until relevant experience has been obtained through
the passage of time.
This letter has been written in the forlorn hope that it may stimulate some
interest in initiating another skirmish or two with the fortified and entrenched
academic establishment, and that it may provide encouragement to the dimin
ishing minority still holding out in the trenches at the front line.
Jeremy Firth, MA CS
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INTRODUCTION
The need for computing professionals to keep up to date with
developments in their field is acknowledged by professional
associations, members of the profession, and researchers (e.g.
Nelson, 1991). Professional associations, such as the Austral
ian Computer Society, emphasise continuing education through
training and publication programmes, and provide opportuni
ties for their members to meet and discuss topics of current
concern. Most computing personnel spend some time reading
to keep up to date (DEET, 1990a). Yet, concern continues to
be expressed about ability to keep up to date with develop
ments in information technology (e.g. Buckler, 1992). This
paper presents the results of a survey designed to identify the
strategies used by computing professionals to keep up to date
with developments in information technology, and to explore
the relationship between information gathering strategies and
satisfaction with ability to keep up to date.

Information Channels
Information about developments in information technology is
available from a variety of sources in a range of formats. The
sources include professional associations, suppliers and manu
facturers of hardware and software, hardware and software
user groups, universities, commercial publishers and training
companies, and the organisation in which an information
seeker works. Formats include different types of publication
(e.g. newspapers, journals, magazines, and books), training
courses, seminars, conferences, electronic information serv
ices and networks, and personal contact.
In this paper, we use the term ‘information channel’ to
describe the various combinations of source and format that
contain information about developments in information tech
nology. Thus, Computerworld, a news magazine, published by
the commercial publisher, IDG, is an example of the “Commer
cial IT industry publications” information channel; the source,
IDG, is a commercial publisher in the information industry; and
the news magazine is in published format. Table Three contains
a list of the information channels included in this study.

Information Gathering Strategies
There has been little study of the methods used by Australian
computing professionals to keep up to date with developments
in information technology. Two large-scale studies of Austral
ian computing personnel’s skills and education and training
requirements included methods used to keep up to .date among
their observations, although information gathering was not a
focus of either study. The IBM (1983) “manpower” study of the
Australian “data processing industry” noted that users of com
puting systems appear to rely almost entirely on suppliers and
employer provided education and training for continuing educa
tion. The DEET (1990a) study of education and training needs
of Australian computing personnel found that 83% of the
respondents read periodicals, and trade and technical literature.
The prominence of suppliers and trade sources in these
responses is consistent with the results of studies of other
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professions in other countries, e.g. British architects (Snow,
1975) and teachers (Hounsell, Martin and Needham, 1979), and
North American manufacturers (Keller, 1986) and small busi
ness executives (Baker, 1987). These studies, and those of Allen
(e.g. 1977) also note the importance of interpersonal communi
cation in the transfer of technical information. In each of these
studies, the most commonly used channels are readily available
to the respondents. The view that accessibility of an information
channel significantly influences the channel’s use is supported
by Klobas and Clyde’s (1990) study of methods used by Western
Australian librarians to keep up to date with developments in
information technology. The respondents to this study most
commonly used professional journals and newspapers to keep
up to date. Klobas and Clyde concluded that the ready availabil
ity of publications to librarians may account for that profession ’ s
high use of newspaper and journal articles.
Theoretical models of information in decision making
incorporate characteristics believed to determine the value or
quality of the information. These models (e.g. Taylor, 1986)
commonly include characteristics of relevance, accuracy or
validity, and currency. However, O’Reilly (1982), in a study
of decision making in an American organisation, found that
accessibility dominated quality as a determinant of use of
information sources by decision makers.
O’Reilly’s decision study and Klobas and Clyde’s infor
mation gathering study field observations suggest that a
computing professional’s information gathering behaviour
will be influenced by the accessibility of information chan
nels. There appears to be at least a trade-off between the
accessibility of an information channel and the perceived
quality of the information carried by that channel.
The current study describes methods used by computing
professionals to keep up to date with developments in informa
tion technology, and makes a first attempt at identification of
common information gathering strategies. The importance placed
by computing professionals on different information channels is
described and compared with use, as a basis for further study of
the relationship between accessibility and information quality.

Satisfaction with Ability to Keep Up to Date
There is evidence that computing professionals are not satisfied
with their ability to keep up to date with developments in
information technology (e.g. Buckler, 1992). It may be possible
to identify information gathering strategies that are more suc
cessful than others in the sense that adopters of a ‘successful’
strategy report little difficulty keeping up to date, and are
confident in their ability to do so. However, characteristics of the
information gatherer are also likely to influence satisfaction with
ability to keep up to date. For example, other characteristics such
as feelings of control over work in general may influence
confidence as discussed by Mackay (1988) in her examination
of users of an electronic mail system for communication and
information gathering. This paper reports on some exploratory
analyses of the relationship between information gathering
strategies and satisfaction with ability to keep up to date.
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THEH5URVEY
The survey was conducted by questionnaire. The question
naire was designed to be easy to read and understand and to
require no more than ten minutes to complete. The question
naire was based on that used in Klobas and Clyde’s similar
study of librarians, but modified after being trialled with
twenty computing professionals to prompt for use of an
expanded list of information channels, including additional
electronic and interpersonal channels.
Information technology was defined very broadly to cover all
aspects of the technology of information delivery, including
hardware, software, communications and systems methodol
ogy. Respondents were free to define “development” in relation
to their own work and professional activities rather than being
provided with a definition of “development” as, for example, a
technological breakthrough. This methodological technique
recognises that what is a development to a professional working
in one field may be received knowledge to another.
The questionnaire listed information channels that may be
used to gather information about developments in information
technology, divided by format. Respondents were asked to
indicate which sources they had used recently and to rate the
importance of each source to their work on a Likert-type scale
where 1 was labelled “Not Important” and 5 was labelled
“Vital”. “Recently” was defined as within the past two months
for publications, personal contacts, and electronic information
services, and during the past two years for training courses,
seminars, and conferences. The respondents were also asked to
respond to a group of statements about their ability to keep up to
date with developments in information technology and the need
for new information services. Respondents were provided with
a 7 point scale where 1 was marked “Strongly Agree” with the
statement and 7 marked “Strongly Disagree”. The scale was
anchored in the centre with 4 marked “Neither Agree nor
Disagree”, to allow the scale to be collapsed to group together
respondents who agreed with each statement (ratings 1 to 3) and
respondents who disagreed (ratings 5 to 7).
The questionnaire was mailed to all members of the West
ern Australian branch of the Australian Computer Society
(ACS) as an insert to the monthly newsletter, Off-Line.
Personally addressed letters were sent as a follow up one
month after distribution of the newsletter. A total of 226
responses was received, a 17.4% response rate.
The method used to distribute the questionnaires limited
potential respondents to those who read the ACS’s monthly
newsletter. The respondents are therefore likely to be drawn only
from those Western Australian members of the ACS who ac
tively keep up to date with developments in their profession. We
therefore caution against using them to represent the information
gathering activities of computing professionals in general.

THE RESPONDENTS
Demography
Characteristics of the survey respondents are summarised in
Table One. The respondents were compared with the population
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of computing professionals in Western Australia on the most
recently available census data, from 1986 (DEET, 1990b). The
respondents reflect the population in sex and location of work.
The figures in Table One show that they are generally older,
more experienced, and more educated than the population.
Table 1. Characteristics of Respondents, and Comparison with 1986
Census of Computing Industry (DEET, 1990a).
Study % a

Census %b

Sex
Male
Female

84.5
15.5

79.0
21.0

6.3
25.1
43.0
22.9
2.7

20.0
46.9
26.8
5.1
1.2

Age
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Nearly one third (32.7%) of the respondents occupied
managerial or supervisory positions at the time of the survey.
Fifty percent occupied technical or professional positions.
Those respondents in employment were almost equally di
vided between the private and the public sectors. The sample
has a higher proportion of public sector employees (50.7%)
than the population (34.0%). More public sector respondents
had higher degrees than private sector respondents (42.5%
compared with 25.5%); and were employed in managerial
positions (59.5% vs. 40.5%).
Table One shows that most respondents work in organisa
tions with more than 100 staff. While the sample is representa
tive of the Financial and Business Services industry group, a
higher proportion of the sample is in public administration,
education, museum and library services (33.6% of sample
compared with 15.6% of population), and a lower proportion
is in wholesale and retail trade (2.4% compared with 16.3%).

Qualifications
Higher Degree (Dip, Masters, PhD) 32.4
Bachelors Degree
37.3
30.2
No Degree

} 42.1
57.9

Experience
15.5
12.8
19.5
18.1
21.7
11.9

n/a

32.7
50.5
16.8

n/a

32.7
29.7
7.1
13.7
8.4
4.9
3.5

n/a

49.3
50.7

66.0
34.0

16.4
12.8
21.7
42.0

n/a

13.0
2.4
31.2
16.8
16.8
19.8

18.4
16.3
33.1
7.8
7.8
16.6

95.9
4.1
a. n = 226; b. N = 2672

94.5
5.5

Less than five years
5-9 years
10 - 14 years
15 - 19 years
20 - 24 years
25 or more years

Position
Managerial
Technical/professional
Educator/Student/Other

Field
Supervision or management
Programming and Analysis
IS strategic planning
Other technical and support
Teaching or training
Student
Not employed in IS

Sector
Private
Public

Organisational

Size

20 staff or less
21 - 100 staff
101 - 1000 staff
More than 1000 staff

RESULTS
How Computing Professionals Keep Up to Date

Industry
Mining & Manufacturing
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance & Business Services
Public Administration
Education, Museum & Library
Other

Location
Metropolitan
Other

Ability to Keep Up To Date
Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement or disa
greement with a series of statements about information tech
nology. These statements were used to measure the level of
difficulty experienced keeping up to date, and the respond
ent’s confidence in their ability to keep up to date. Table Two
presents responses to these statements.
A majority of respondents (65.4%) found it difficult to
keep up to date with technological developments, while a
smaller proportion (37.5%) reported low confidence in their
ability to keep up to date. Cross tabulation of difficulty with
confidence showed that a group of respondents reported both
difficulty keeping up to date and confidence in their ability to
do so. It seems that this group of respondents (16.1%) was
sufficiently able to overcome the difficulty experienced to
report confidence in their ability to keep up to date. However
twice as many respondents (32.6%) found it difficult and
were not confident in their ability to keep up to date. Over
fifty percent of respondents (53.9%) agreed that there is a
need for new services to keep people up to date with devel
opments in IT.
There were no significant differences between demo
graphic groups in ability to keep up to date, or confidence in
ability to keep up to date.

Overall, the surveyed computing professionals were diligent
in their attempts to keep up to date with developments in
information technology. The median number of information
channels used to keep up to date by respondents to this study
was 14 (the average was 13.8). Only two respondents (0.9%)
reported taking no action, and two reported using 32 different
information channels.
The information channels are ranked in order of frequency
of use in Table Three. The most frequently used information
channels were commercial information technology industry
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Table 2. Agreement with Satisfaction Statements.

Strongly
Agree
I

Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
1

%

2
%

3

n

%

4
%

5
%

6
%

7
%

I find it difficult to keep up to date with
developments that affect me

225

10.7

19.1

35.6

8.4

15.6

6.7

4.0

I am confident that I am able to keep up to date with
developments that affect me

225

5.8

15.2

26.3

15.2

27.2

7.6

2.7

New services are required to keep people in my field
up to date with developments in IT

224

10.7

19.6

23.6

25.8

9.3

7.6

3.6

1
Statement

Table 3. Use of Information Channels.

Rank

Information Channel

Use
%
No.

189
176
174

83.6
77.9
77.0

4
5

Commercial IT industry
publications
Computer pages of newspapers
Professional association
publications
Supplier/manufacturer newsletters
Books

160
156

70.8
69.0

6
7
8
9
10

People in own organisation
Supplier/manufacturer seminars
Supplier/manufacturer courses
Suppliers (personal contact)
Trade catalogues

153
152
146
145
124

67.7
67.3
64.4
64.2
54.9

1
2
3

11 Professional association seminars
12 In house training courses
13 User group publications
14 Professional association courses
15 Professional association conferences

116
112
108
101
97

51.3
49.6
47.8
44.7
42.9

92

40.7

85
83

37.6
36.7

19

People outside own organisation
(not elsewhere specified)
In house seminars
Fellow members of a professional
association
User group seminars

76

33.6

20
21
22
23
24

Consultants
Librarian in own organisation
Fellow user group members
User group training courses
Tertiary institution degree courses

73
68
63
61
53

32.3
30.1
27.9
27.0
23.5

24
26
27

Supplier/manufacturer conferences
Tertiary institution seminars
Publicly available electronic
information services
User group conferences
In house conferences

53
50
41

23.5
22.1
18.2

36
32

15.9
14.2

Librarians or information brokers
from outside own organisation
Tertiary institution courses
(not elsewhere specified)
Conferences held by tertiary
institutions

29

12.8

28

12.4

12

5.3

16
17
18

28
29
30
31
32
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publications, the computing pages of daily newspapers, pro
fessional association publications and newsletters produced
by suppliers and manufacturers.
Format
The respondents to this survey were frequent users of printed
information. Table Four summarises use of information by
format. Publications were used by nearly all respondents
(96.5%), and training courses (89.8%) were used about as
frequently as discussions with colleagues (interpersonal con
tact, 88.1%). Electronic information services were the least
used channels (26.5%).
Table 4. Information Formats used by Computing Professionals.

Use
Format
Publications
Training courses
Personal contact
Seminars
Conferences
Electronic Information Services

No.

%

218
203
199
184
131
60

96.5
89.8
88.1
81.4
58.0
26.5

Sources of Information
Commercial information providers (91.2%) and hardware
and software suppliers and manufacturers (90.3%) were the
most widely used sources of information, followed by profes
sional associations (88.5%), as shown in Table Five. User
groups were less widely used. The commercial information
providers include publishers of information industry maga
zines, and commercial training organisations.
Table 5. Sources of Information used by Computing Professionals.

Use
Source
Commercial information providers
Suppliers/manufacturers
Professional associations
Employing organisation
User groups
Tertiary institutions

No.

%

206
204
200
178
147
89

91.2
90.3
88.5
78.8
65.0
39.4
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Demographic Differences in Use
Respondents with less than five years experience in the
computing industry used fewer information channels than
their more experienced colleagues, an average of 9.7 informa
tion channels compared with 14.6 (t=-4.27, df=221, p<0.001).
This difference is reflected in the larger mean number of
information channels used by respondents in managerial and
supervisory positions (managers: 15.7, others: 12.9, t=3.09,
df=221, p<0.01).
As shown in Table Six, we found no significant differences
between the proportions of public and private sector respond
ents who attended training courses and seminars, although a
higher proportion of public sector respondents attended con
ferences (corrected chi-square=3.49, df=l, p=0.06). The view
that public sector computing professionals had greater access
to training courses, seminars and conferences had been ex
pressed to us during our planning of the study. This was not
supported for training courses and seminars.
Table 6. Private and Public Sector Attendance at Training Courses,
Seminars and Conferences.

Private

Sector
Public

Training courses (%)
Seminars (%)
Conferences (%)

91.3
83.5
53.4

92.5
83.0
67.0

No. of Respondents

103

106

Organisation size was related to the use of information
resources provided by the organisation (see Table Seven).
With increasing organisation size, there is increasing use of
information provided by the organisation, including library
services. This reflects the findings of the DEET (1990a) report
on education and training needs of computing workers in
Australia that large organisations provide internal training to
their computing personnel more often than small or medium
sized organisations.
Table 7. Use of Organisational Information Resources.

Organisation Size
20 staff or less
21 -100 staff
101 - 500 staff
501 -1000 staff
More than 1000 staff

Organisational
Resources
Users
%
Total Resp.
37
29
32
17
95

25
21
23
14
86

67.6
72.4
71.9
82.4
90.5

Patterns of Use
While we expected much of the respondents’ information
gathering behaviour to be based on accessibility of sources
rather than a coherent strategy, we expected some respondents
to have adopted strategies, consciously or unconsciously. An

exploratory analysis of the data using nonlinear principal
components analysis identified nine potential information
gathering strategies, of which six are readily interpretable.
These strategies are not independent of one another: some
respondents adopted more than one strategy, while others
appear to have no strategy at all either searching widely and
indiscriminately or so narrowly that no strategy is discernible.
Technical details of the analysis are given in Table Eight.
The six interpretable strategies have been labelled Guided
External, Self-directed External, University, User Group,
Guided Employer, and Self-directed Employer. The strate
gies reflect different emphases on sources external or internal
to an organisation, preferences for guided or self-directed
information gathering, and preference for information from
employer, university, user group, or other external source. A
summary of each strategy is given below.
1 Guided External
Emphasis is on professional association and supplier chan
nels. Format is predominantly seminar and interpersonal
contact.
2 Self-directed External
Emphasis on use of electronic networks for access to
electronic mail, bulletin board systems, and other elec
tronic information channels. Quite high use of commercial
information industry publications. Low use of external
specialists, and moderate use of other external sources of
information.
3 University
Characterised by attendance at university-sponsored semi
nars, conferences, and non-degree courses. Associated
with low use of supplier channels. Universities may be
considered to be sources of expert information, from a
source independent of suppliers and manufacturers.
4 User Group
Characterised by attendance at user group seminars, courses,
and conferences. Low patronage of. similar universitybased activities. A similar strategy to the University strat
egy in the sense that user groups also provide expert
supplier-independent information, but user groups are prod
uct specific, whereas university activities provide a wider
range of information.
5 Guided Employer
Concentrated on information channels available as a result
of a person’s employment, predominantly attendance at
courses and seminars provided by employer and discus
sions with supplier representatives (presumably those who
call in to the employer’s premises). Associated with low
use of all external sources, apart from supplier representa
tives.
6 Self-directed Employer
Adopters gather information from colleagues in same
organisations, and organisation’s library, but make little
use of formal organisational information channels such as
training courses.
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Table 8. Summary Results of Principal Components Analysis.
-------■—.^DIMENSIONS
VARIABLES

----------------

I
Guided

II

III

IV

V

University

User Group

Guided

Not

Employer

Association

External

Professional association seminars

.636

-.391

Fellow members of a professional association

.608
.544

-.429

Professional association conferences
Professional association courses
Professional association publications

VI

VII

VIII

IX

Self-directed

Self-directed

External I

External II

Employer

.517

.544

Not University Self-directed
or Supplier

.535

Suppliers (personal contact)

.471
.606

Supplier/manufacturer seminars
Supplier/manufacturer newsletters

.570
.531

Trade catalogues

.510

Supplier/manufacturer courses
Supplier/manufacturer conferences

.468
.461

User group seminars
User group publications

.517
.504

Fellow user group members

.473
.456

User group training courses
Other people outside own organisation
Tertiary institution seminars
Conferences held by tertiary institutions
Tertiary courses (not elsewhere specified)

-.345
-.512

-.349
.477

.536

.539
.530
.490

User group conferences
Computer pages of newspapers

-.380

.489
-.441

In house training courses

.594

In house seminars

.485

Publicly available electronic info services
Consultants

.419

People in own organisation
Librarian in own organisation

-.420

Tertiary institution degree courses

-.390

Total Fit: 0.5853

Lambda

0.20

0.07

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.04

.445
.396

0.03

Nonlinear Principal Components Analysis (SPSS PRINCALS procedure) suggests the existence of nine non-orthogonal dimensions that summarise patterns of use of the 32
information channels. Each of the nine dimensions extracted from the data explained more than 3% of the variation in the data. The dimension loadings of each variable that loaded
more than abs(0.350) are given in the table. The six potential strategies noted in the paper are based on the dimensions with positive directions. The principal characteristic of
Dimensions V and VI, which have been omitted from discussion is lack of use of specific information channels. Dimensions VII and VIU have been discussed as a single strategy,
although the analysis suggests there are two different self-directed external strategies; this difference may, however, reflect the structure of the data collection instrument.

Importance of Information Channels
To determine the importance users attach to the information
channels, respondents were asked to rate the importance of
each information channel as a source of information on
developments in information technology that affect their
work.
Table Nine presents the importance ratings of indi
vidual information channels. The ten most frequently
used channels are marked with an * in the table. Commer
cial information industry publications, organisational col
leagues, courses and seminars presented by suppliers and
manufacturers, personal contact with suppliers, and books
are among the ten most highly ranked channels for both
use and importance. However, four of the most frequently
used channels — supplier and manufacturer newsletters
and trade literature, the computer pages of daily newspa
pers, and professional association publications — are
rated low (mean rating below 3.00, the mid-point of the
rating scale).
Familiarity with information channels is associated with
importance rating. The computing professionals who reported
recent use of an information channel rated the channel more
highly than those who had not used it recently for all channels.
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Table Ten illustrates this difference for the top ten most highly
rated information channels.

Format
Table Eleven shows the average importance rating for each
format. The formats are listed in order of frequency of use.
Training courses were the most important format for dissemi
nation of information about developments in information
technology. Seminars, personal contact, publications, and
conferences were less important, and electronic information
services were of low importance.
Format importance ratings also differ between recent users
and non-users. The most striking difference is that of confer
ences. The mean rating'for conference attendees was 3.79
compared to the low mean rating of 2.22 for non-attendees.

Sources of Information
Table Twelve shows the mean importance rating for each of the
information sources and their importance ranking. The sources
are ranked quite similarly on use and importance with the notable
exception of employing organisations which are ranked as the
most important source of information about developments in
information technology yet are ranked only fourth in terms of use.
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Table 10. Comparison of User and Non-User Importance Ratings for the
Ten Most Important Information Channels.

Table 9. Importance of Information Channels.

Mean Imptance
Rank

Information Channel

Rating

Information Channel
1
2
3
4
5

Commercial IT industry publications 3.93*
3.81*
People in own organisation
3.66*
Supplier/manufacturer courses
3.47*
Books
3.44*
Supplier/manufacturer seminars

6
7
7
9
10

Professional association seminars
In house training courses
Professional association conferences
Professional association courses
Suppliers (personal contact)

3.42
3.41
3.41
3.37
3.27*

Mean Imptance Rating
Users
Non-Users

Commercial IT industry publ'ns
People in own organisation
Supplier/manufacturer courses
Books
Supplier/manufacturer seminars
Professional assoc'n seminars
In house training courses
Professional assoc'n conferences
Professional association courses
Suppliers (personal contact)

4.07
4.01
3.87
3.65
3.64
3.68
3.85
3.82
3.71
3.51

3.17
3.38
3.27
3.06
3.02
3.14
2.97
3.10
3.09
3.83

Table 11. Importance of Information Formats.

11
12

3.23

13
14
15

Tertiary institution degree courses
People outside own organisation
(not elsewhere specified)
User group training courses
Fellow user group members
User group seminars

3.21
3.05
3.04
3.03

16
17
18
19
20

In house seminars
Fellow association members
Supplier/manufacturer newsletters.
Supplier/manufacturer conferences
Trade catalogues

3.01
3.00
2.99*
2.97
2.96*

Format

Computer pages of newspapers
Consultants
Professional association publications
User group conferences

2.90*
2.89
2.86*
2.85

25
26

User group publications
Tertiary institution courses
(not elsewhere specified)
Tertiary institution seminars
In house conferences
Librarian in own organisation

2.84

27
28
29
30
31
32

Conferences held by tertiary
institutions
Publicly available electronic
information services
Librarians or information brokers
from outside own organisation

2.83
2.81
2.58
2.57

3.18
3.45
3.22
3.27
3.14
2.38

Publications
Training courses
Personal contact
Seminars
Conferences
Electronic information services

4
1
3
2
5
6

Table 12. Importance of Sources of Information.

Source
21
22
23
24

Importance
Mean Score Rank

Commercial information providers
Suppliers/manufacturers
Professional associations
Employing organisation
User groups
Tertiary institutions

Importance
Vlean Score Rank
3.35
3.22
3.13
3.42
2.98
3.05

2
3
4
1
6
5

No significant differences were found between demographic
groups for perceived importance of information sources or
formats.

Ability to Keep Up to Date
Difficulty
2.53
2.21
2.14

*Ten most frequently used information channels

Logistic regression was used to explore associations between
reported difficulty keeping up to date and information gath
ering strategies. Respondents who agreed with the statement
“I find it difficult to keep up to date with developments that
affect me” (65.3% of all respondents to the question) were
classified as respondents who found keeping up to date
“difficult”; respondents who disagreed with the statement
(26.3%) were classified as those who found it “not difficult”.
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A logistic regression equation can be used to calculate the
probability that an individual with certain characteristics
(e.g. adoption of an information gathering strategy) would
find it difficult to keep up to date. To take account of the
potentially confounding effects of respondents’ demographic
characteristics, field of work, experience in information
systems, sector of employment, level of education, and sex
were included in the analysis.
The SPSS LOGISTIC procedure was used to perform the
analyses. Several logistic regression models were considered
in this exploratory analysis. The models most capable of
correctly classifying respondents as “difficult” or “not diffi
cult” all included level of education and one or more informa
tion gathering strategies as factors in estimating the probabil
ity that an individual may report difficulty keeping up to date.
The model with best prediction capability was:
Pr(Difficult) = 1 - 1/(1 + exp(-z))
where z = -0.7787 - 0.4875Degree - 0.6948Strategyl +
0.535IStrategy7 - 0.3838Strategy9
This model correctly classified 77.05% of respondents
(Model Chi-Square = 24.668, df = 4, p < .001; Goodness of Fit
Chi-Square = 186.058, df = 178, p = 0.324).
The role of education in these models is interpreted as
indicating that, for individuals who adopt the same infor
mation gathering strategy, the higher the level of educa
tion, the higher the probability of difficulty. The role of the
strategies in these models is to indicate the extent to which
adoption of a strategy is likely to increase or decrease
difficulty in the presence of all other factors in the model.
(The strategy numbers in the above equation are those
presented in Table Eight). The generic internal and exter
nal strategies consistently appeared in the exploratory
analyses with negative coefficients, indicating that these
strategies are associated with increased probability of
difficulty. The directed strategies, including strategies
directed at specific sources such as tertiary institutions,
consistently appeared with positive coefficients, indicat
ing that they are associated with decreased probability of
difficulty.

Confidence
Similar analyses were undertaken for reported confidence in
ability to keep up to date. Respondents to the statement “I am
confident that I am able to keep up to date with developments
in IT that affect me” were classified into those who were
confident (47.3% of all respondents to the statement) and
those who were not confident (37.5%).
No logistic regression model incorporating informa
tion gathering strategy and the demographic factors in
cluded in the analysis was able to predict confidence better
than random allocation of respondents to the “confident”
and “not confident” categories. Factors other than com
puting professionals’ information gathering strategy and
demographic characteristics are needed to explain confi
dence in ability to keep up to date.
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DISCUSSION
The influence of each of the factors noted by researchers as
influences on use of information channels is reflected in the
results of this study. Accessibility, information quality, and
familiarity with information channels influence information
gathering behaviour as we discuss in this section.

Accessibility
The influence of accessibility is shown in both the prominence
of readily available and low cost information channels in
reports of use, and the differences between use and impor
tance, with frequently used channels not necessarily high in
importance and high importance channels not necessarily
frequently used.
Each of the most frequently used information channels is
readily available to computing professionals. For example,
suppliers and manufacturers disseminate their newsletters
and magazines free of charge to users of their hardware and
software, and the computing pages of daily newspapers are
‘free’ to those who subscribe personally or through their
employer to the newspaper. While many of the most fre
quently used information channels were also highly ranked
for importance, four of the most frequently used channels
were low. These frequently used but low importance channels
are readily available to respondents to our survey, and appear
to be used because they are accessible rather than because they
carry information of high quality.
Formats that provide current information but to which
access is limited, notably conferences and electronic informa
tion services which were used by less than half the respond
ents, were less frequently used than formats that provide more
dated information but are more accessible, such as publica
tions. There are also differences between patterns of use and
perceived importance of formats. The most striking is that
while publications are the most frequently used format, they
are considered to be of only moderate importance. The acces
sibility of publications to respondents to this survey may
explain the dominance of publications over other formats.
(The sample was self-selected from members of the Austral
ian Computing Society who received and opened the Soci
ety’s monthly newsletter. This group may be more inclined to
read than computing professionals as a whole).

Information Quality
Some findings are less readily explained in terms of accessi
bility. For example, the* high frequency of attendance at
training courses provides evidence that courses meet a need
for information about developments in hardware and software
that directly affect the day to day work of computing profes
sionals, i.e. they are high in relevance.
Similarly, while much of the information provided by the
most widely used sources is low cost (e.g. free copies of news
magazines and trade literature from suppliers and manufac
turers, and association meetings) or readily available (e.g.
visits from supplier and manufacture representatives), acces
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sibility is insufficient explanation for the dominance of these
sources. The exploratory analysis of information gathering
strategies identified strategies that group variables more by
source of information than format. (This result is not an
artefact of the data collection instrument, which was struc
tured by format not source). Characteristics of the source have
a strong influence on strategy. This finding provides some
confirmation of Olaisen’s (1990) proposition that the cogni
tive authority of an information source is important to an
information seeker.

Familiarity
We did not collect any data to explain why degree holders
report greater difficulty keeping up to date. It may be that they
report greater difficulty because they are more aware of
information channels, developments, or need to keep up to
date than other computing professionals. More structured
research is needed to confirm the influence of familiarity with
information channels on information gathering behaviour.
However, its appearance as a possible influence in this study
and others (e.g. Allen, 1977; O’Reilly, 1982; and Klobas,
1991) suggests that it should be given further attention.

Further Research
This survey has described the information gathering behav
iour of a group of Western Australian computing profession
als. The framework used for discussion of the findings has
been based on earlier research that suggests that accessibility
to information channels, and information quality influence
information gathering behaviour. While this has proved a
satisfactory framework for discussion of the survey results, it
has told us little about the nature of influence of each factor and
the interaction between them, or the extent to which comput
ing professionals consciously adopt strategies to keep up to
date with developments in their field. Some questions that
might be asked in future research are: What is the relationship
between accessibility and information quality? Do informa
tion gatherers consciously trade one off against the other, or do
many simply use accessible information channels with no
thought of seeking quality information from other sources? If
information gatherers are made aware that difficulty may be
the result of indiscriminate information gathering rather than
more directed strategy, will they change their behaviour?
The analyses that identified potential information gather
ing strategies and relationships between satisfaction and
information gathering strategy following the survey are ex
ploratory only. More structured research is required to con
firm their existence in groups other than the survey group, and
to understand the relationships between strategies and be
tween strategies and other characteristics of information
gatherers.

CONCLUSIONS
Respondents to this survey reported using a wide range of
information channels to gather information about develop

ments in information technology. They adopted a variety of
strategies to keep up to date with developments in information
technology, with varying degrees of success. Nearly twothirds reported that they found it difficult to keep up to date
with developments in information technology that affect
them, while almost half reported that they were confident that
they were able to keep up to date. While difficulty appears to
be related to information gathering behaviour, confidence
appears to be related to characteristics of the information
gatherer other than those associated directly with need for
information or information gathering behaviour.
The respondents gathered information predominantly from
publications that were readily available to them at low cost.
Personal contact with colleagues in their organisation and
with suppliers were also widely used information channels.
The most widely used channels were accessible but not
necessarily important to respondents. The results of explora
tory multivariate analyses suggest that difficulty can be re
duced by use of selective information gathering strategies
rather than by opportunistic use of accessible information or
use of a large number of information channels.
Employers were the most important source of information
about developments in information technology, and training
courses the most important format for delivery of the informa
tion, for this group of computing professionals. This is a
surprising finding given more than fifty percent of respond
ents work in non-technical positions. Such an internal focus
may restrict innovation and development in applications of
information technology to incremental change based on exist
ing installations.
The results of this study suggest that few computing
professionals systematically gather information to keep up to
date with developments in information technology. Their
priorities for information about technological developments
are more closely aligned with their day to day work than with
innovations in information technology in general. Despite this
narrow focus, they report difficulty keeping up to date with
developments. While they may be exhorted to adopt more
appropriate information gathering strategies, the ease of ac
cess to information industry publications and personal con
tacts will ensure that these information channels continue to
be used to keep up to date, regardless of the quality of the
information they carry.
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BOOK REVIEWS
HEAP, N. (1993): An Introduction to OSI, Blackwell Scientific Publications,
146pp., $42.00 (softcover).
As suggested by the title of the book this is an introduction to OSI, a large topic
which it tries to cover in a mere 146 pages. The author has presented an
overview of all the components of the OSI model.
The book is divided into 11 chapters, structured into 4 main sections; an
introduction to computer networks, network architectures, the OSI reference
model (followed by in depth details) and finally some samples of OSI
networks. The first chapter covers the gamut of network technologies, from
point-to-point types through LANS and WANS to the concepts of connection
oriented and connectionless protocols. An extensive collection of informa
tion handled tersely in only 14 pages. The discussion of network architectures
slowly leads the reader through the concepts of layering as a means of
implementing a protocol. The author uses the common example of file
transfer to not only describe layering but also to introduce some of the
terminology and style of presentation that the OSI standards use. The file
transfer example is referenced continually to describe to the user the principle
of peer-to-peer protocols and the services which occur between layers. The
chapter concludes with a small case study of the principles of service and data
requests between two communicating systems.
The next major section is the classical description of the 7 layers of the OSI
reference model. This chapter provides clear, concise definitions of OSI
terminology, with particular reference to the British Standard. Subsequent
chapters explain in further detail all the seven layers, with additional detail of
implementation of the layer as opposed to the conceptual framework de
scribed in the reference model. The bulk of the details are confined to the
chapters on the lower layers; physical, data link and network respectively
occupy 66 pages. The upper layers; transport, session, presentation and
application, are only presented with minimal description (6 layers in 65
pages) and fewer practical examples for the reader.
Unfortunately, some of the important aspects of the upper layers are not
touched upon and don’t give the reader a feel for the purpose of the particular
layer in the OSI model. For example, the Transport layer does an abrupt
release as compared to the orderly release of the Session layer. Likewise the
keyword ANSI only appears once throughout the whole book. Furthermore
the description of OSI applications is only dealt with briefly. FTAM is
described in minimal detail while X.400 and X.500, which are arguably more
important, are not described in any detail.
The book is generously illustrated, considering the size, with approxi
mately 100 figures and 33 tables. The chapters all conclude with a summary
of the salient features of the section. There is a list of all the ISO and some
of the CCITT standards included at the end of the book. Noticeably the
CCITT standards for the transport layers were omitted. A one page bibliog
raphy is also included which references some recent publications in net
work technology.
In summary this book is an introductory text providing a broad coverage
of all the areas of the OSI network. The author has attempted a mammoth task
to cover such a complicated topic in a small number of pages which only
succeeds in confusing the reader even further because of the lack of some
important details. A better coverage of OSI is Tanenbaums Networks or
Marshall T Rose’s The Black Book. A useful addition to the book would have
been a glossary of network/OSI terms for quick lookup by the reader.
G. Sayer
Canon Information Systems Research Australia

TONG, C., and SRIRAM, D. (eds.) (1992): Artificial Intelligence in
Engineering Design, Academic Press, Vol. 1,473pp; Vol. 2, 523pp;
Vol. 3, 388pp, price unstated.
This three volume collection covers important aspects of engineering design:
Volume 1 — Design Representation and Models of Routine Design; Volume
2 — Models of Innovative Design, Reasoning about Physical Systems, and
Reasoning about Geometry; and Volume 3 — Knowledge Acquisition,
Commercial Systems, and Integrated Environments. It contains nine parts, or
twenty four chapters plus an introduction and a 1990 workshop report on the
state of the field.
An introduction appears at the beginning of each of the three volumes. It
provides a background for the papers to follow, draws a big picture of the
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Editor: Dr Chris Andrews
field, and answers, in general, questions like “What this book is about”, “What
does AI have to offer to engineering design”, “How to formalize the design
space and the design knowledge base”, “What are models of routine and
innovative designs”, and “How to build a knowledge-based design tool”, and
gives references to relevant chapters.
I found extremely useful the two parts concerning models of routine and
innovative designs in Volumes 1 and 2, Parts II and III respectively. Those
papers describe the work not only in sufficient detail, but also in different
perspectives. In addition, most of these models are general to some extent.
Hence, it is possible to apply or tune or modify these models, or even conceive
new models, to applications at hand. Although not all nine parts contain equal
number of papers, (Parts IV, and VI, have only one paper each), the other
seven parts certainly reflect research lines and interests in the field, such as
design representations, reasoning about physical systems and geometry, and
knowl-edge acquisition. In particular, Part VII shows some commercial
applications, i.e., the real use of AI in design. Part VIII demonstrates how AI
can be combined with other tools or environments in design.
There is a lack of balance in length and depth between chapters, though.
Some are only extended abstracts (Chapter 2, Vol. 1), but some are journal
paper length, and some are conference papers. In addition, not all work
accomplished in the early 80’s has been updated. Since this book is a
collection of known works, it is not surprising to have reprints from proceed
ings and journals. However, there is no reason why a journal paper reprint as
old as the year 1984 should be included without mentioning its current status.
Are these results still applicable in this fast moving field?
The book convincingly shows that a vast body of work has been done in
AI based engineering design. Researchers in engineering design would find
the book relevant and useful in two aspects. First, since the book covers a wide
range of subjects in engineering design, such as representations, models,
reasoning, commercial applications (mechanical, VLSI, manufacturing, and
graphical interfaces designs), and integrated environments, this book is a
good reference to the state-of-art of the field, and a good starting point to get
access to the rest of the field and other works. As the editors remarked in their
introduction, "... this book should be of use to engineering designers, design
tool builders and marketers, and researchers in AI and design.” Second,
examining the references cited in the papers in one part, overlapping of
citations is quite rare. Hopefully, this book could provide a platform for
researchers to be aware of existing work, and communicate in terms known
to the field, so that reinventing wheels or coining unnecessary terms can be
avoided.
Huan Liu
Telecom Australia Research Laboratories

REEVE, M. and ZENITH, S.E. (eds.), (1989): Parallel Processing and
Artificial Intelligence, Wiley, 219pp., unstated price.
This book is a collection of papers presented at the Communicating Process
Architecture & Artificial Intelligence Conference held at Imperial College,
London in July 1989. The book comprises the following fifteen “chapters”
(conference papers in reality):
1
Myths and Realities About Neural Computing Architectures
(ALEKSANDER, I„ Imperial College)
2 Bulk-Synchronous Parallel Computers (VALIANT, L., Harvard Uni
versity)
3 Information Management in Linda (GELERNTER, D., Yale Univer
sity)
4 Information-Driven Parallel Pattern Recognition Through Communi
cating Processes — a Case Study on Classification of Wallpaper
Groups (KUNIL , T„ et. al„ Tokyo)
5 Fault Tolerant Transputer Network for Image Processing (PFLEGER,
S. and KASCH, G., Tech Univ Munich)
6 Research and Development of the Parallel Inference Machine in the
FGCS Project (GOTO, A., ICOT, Tokyo)
7 Concurrent Logic Languages for the Design and Implementation of
Parallel AI Systems (TREHAN, R., University of Edinburgh)
8 Multi-Transputer Implementation of CS-Prolog (KACSUK, P. and
FUTO, I., Multilogic, Budapest)
9 TransputerCommon-LISP:aParallelSymbolicLanguageonTransputer
(PAGES, B„ CGE, France)
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10

The Application of Artificial Intelligence to Robotics (BESANT, C.,
Imperial College)
11 Fast Robot Kinematic Modelling via Transputer Networks (ZOMAYA,
A. and MORRIS, A., Univ Sheffield)
12 Transputer-Based Behaviour Module for Multi-Sensory Robot Control
(YING, Z„ University of British Columbia)
13 Pussycat: a Parallel Simulation System for Cellular Automata on
Transputers (PAULWELS, E., University of Brussels)
14 Self-Organizing Systems and their Transputer Implementation
(LINKENS, D, and HASNAIN, S., Univ Sheffield)
15 The Suitability of Transputer Networks for Various Classes of Algo
rithms (KORSLOOT, M., et al, Delft Univ Technology)
As would be expected in a book of conference papers, there is a lack of
consistency and a unifying theme throughout, which could well reflect the
current state of AI! Nevertheless, the bulk of these papers focus on the Inmos
Transputer — indeed, one of the editors (Zenith) works for Inmos.
The book opens with a general overview of neural computing, in which
Aleksander concludes with a description of the Wisard adaptive pattern
recognition system.
For the remainder of this review, I shall concentrate on the eight transputer
papers (Chapters 5, 8,9,11-15).
Pfleger and Kasch describe a fault tolerant transputer network suitable for
parallel and pipelined image processing. The fault tolerance derives from
process migration and scheduling self-organisation. The network architec
ture combines ring and star topologies, with up to sixteen T800 nodes.
The implementation of CS-Prolog on a multi-Transputer environment
connected to a PC host is described by Kacsuk and Futo. Their implementa
tion is folded into the following four layers on each transputer: communica
tion subsystem, communication control, Prolog control and Prolog Inter
preter. The eight queens problem is used to illustrate the coarse-grained ORparallelism of their system.
Pages describes the porting of a subset of Common LISP onto a transputer
board within a Sun workstation host, involving a compiler, interpreter, stopand-copy garbage collector and distributed multitasking. This port was con
ducted in order to provide an experimental testbed for studying parallel
topologies, message routing, dynamic load balancing and language definition
(such as the Actor model). Ninety per cent of this transputer common LISP port
was written in Common LISP, the remainder in assembler— Occam is not used
as the intermediate language. The transputer Common LISP is compared with
Lucid Common LISP using the Gabriel and Dhrystone benchmarks.
In Chapter 11, Zomaya and Morris discuss fast robot kinematic modelling
using transputer networks. Specifically, they use the inherent parallelism of
Occam and the transputer in order to use a divide-and-conquer approach in
solving the Jacobian matrix for a 6 DOF Stanford robot arm. Three different
methods of task allocation are compared.
Ying proposes designing behavioural modules for multi-sensory robot
control with concurrent objects, and describes preliminary results obtained
using parallel C” on transputers. His long term aim is towards real time
applications.
A parallel system for simulating cellular automata on transputers is
described by Pauwels. The simulator consists of three parts — user interface,
graphics interface and workers farm (the automata simulator proper), com
prising 40 workers connected in a torus.
In Chapter 14, we return to neural networks. Three self-organising
structures are described by Linkens and Hasnain. The first of these is the
“group method of data handling", a multi-layer self-organising algorithm
based on a non-linear mathematical data model. The performance of this
structure is compared with a multi-layer perceptron. The second structure is
Barron’s self-organising controller, while the third is fuzzy logic control. The
first two self-organising structures have sufficient inherent concurrency to
benefit from coding in Occam, however the third, being heuristic-based, is
better suited to coding in Common LISP.
The final transputer paper is that of Korsloot et. all which evaluates shared
and distributed memory transputer configurations. The transputer is mod
elled using a set of four equations which describe the bus traffic to (from)
CPU, “fast” memory, “slow” memory, communication “memory” and the
four buses connecting these system components. Speedup factors and bus
utilisations for these different configurations are quantified in the paper.
In summary, the title of this book is misleading — it is not a general
coverage of “Parallel Processing and AI”! It is in fact the proceedings of a

1989 London conference. As such, some papers will hold more appeal than
others, depending on the reader’s individual interests. If these interests
amount to transputers, with a leaning towards robotics, AI, neural networks
and the like, then this book certainly warrants closer inspection.
John Fulcher
University of Wollongong
BANNON, L., ROBINSON, M. and SCHMIDT, K. (eds.) (1991):
ECSCW’91 Proceedings of the Second European Conference on
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, Kluwer Academic Publish
ers, The Netherlands, 349pp, unstated price.
Those interested in the use of computers for enhancing the work of people will
find these proceedings of interest. The papers come from the “soft” end of
studies, with an emphasis on the social context in which computer systems are
used. The book would interest those who seek inspiration for alternatives to,
or enhancements of, the by now ubiquitous “Graphical User Interface”.
The social jargon can get a little difficult for a computer person at times.
Phrases such as “socio-political context”, “dialectics of cooperative work”,
“radical reconceptualisation” and “gendered dichotomies” reminded me of
a brief brush with sociology I had at University.
The papers split about evenly into the ones which I enjoyed, which
described experiments with cooperative systems and the more general over
view papers, which I didn’t enjoy.
One paper which stood out was a study of the operations room for the
London Underground. This features observations of operators communicat
ing by overhearing each other’s conversations (“surreptitious monitoring”).
This has implications for the design of office automation systems in open plan
offices.
I can’t help finding something contradictory about the paper printed
proceedings of a face-to-face conference about computer supported coopera
tive work. The conference proceedings are now two years old, but only just
being made available on paper. However the participant’s e-mail addresses
are listed in the back of the book.
Tom Worthington
Headquarters Australian Defence Force
VLACH, J. (1992): Basic Network Theory with ComputerApplications, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 628pp, $ 131.95 (hardcover).
I was originally deceived by this book. As a computer scientist, the word
“network” implied, of course, a computer network! Do not let yourself be
misled also, for this book is actually a detailed study of electrical networks,
for students of electrical and computer engineering.
The book covers a wide range of topics, and some space is given to detail
three computer programs used and recommended by the author that aid in the
analysis of networks. These do not come with the book, but rather one must
order them from the publishers, and so I am unable to comment further.
The book commences with definitions of linear resistors and independent
sources, covering Kirchoff’s laws and the concept of power. This progresses
into definitions of dependent sources and a very detailed explanation of how
to analyse an arbitrary resistive network in nodal or mesh formulations.
Matrices are introduced, with quite some detail on how they may be used to
solve series of linear equations.
Later chapters cover time domain solutions of networks containing
capacitors and inductors. Presented is both the traditional method (differen
tial equations) and methods unifying the frequency and time domains. Again,
an emphasis is on solutions by matrix methods.
Advanced topics are nonlinear networks, and sensitivities of networks to
element changes. The very final chapter (not including chapters on the
computer programs and Fourier transforms) concerns an explanation of the
modified nodal formulation, which is claimed to be the most modern method
for setting up network equations.
As would be expected from any good pedagogical text, each chapter
concludes with questions, ranging in difficulty. All of the solutions may be
found in the appendices. Numerous diagrams and examples may also be
found throughout its pages.
To conclude, this is a well written book, and would well serve any
introductory course in Electrical Engineering, acting also as a reference in
later years.
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
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SPULER, D. (1992): Comprehensive C, Prentice Hall, 396pp, $46.50
(paperback).
This book is more than its title suggests: not only does it provide a compre
hensive treatment of the programming language C, but it covers how to
interface with the UNIX operating system, dealing with important matters
such as pipes and forks, and the execution of Shell commands from within a
C program, and many other UNIX features.
In addition to the language material of Part 1, Part 2 of the book, called
“Advanced Issues”, has a chapter each on Large Programs, Functions and
Pointers Revisited, Efficiency, Debugging Techniques, and Programming
Style, Portability, and UNIX Systems Programming.
A very useful appendix is entitled “C for Pascal Programmers”.
There are other books which cover similar ground, but none that I have seen
contains such clear explanations, nicely geared towards second-year comput
ing students who are assumed to have a reasonable knowledge of Pascal
(although a working knowledge of any Algol-derived language would do).
The clarity of exposition is matched by an excellent and instructive set of
exercises at the end of each chapter, with answers to selected questions in an
appendix.
The program examples, and answers to some of the larger programming
exercises that are not in the book, are available on a Mac or MSDOS floppy
disk, for $20.
I was very pleased to find this book, and have chosen it as the textbook for
the course I teach on C and UNIX. I wholeheartedly recommend this book to
anyone who teaches, or wants to learn C, especially if she or he is working
from a UNIX platform.
Marshall Harris
Department of Computer Science, University of Queensland
LIBESKIND-HADAS, R., HASAN, N., CONG, J., McKINLEY, P.K.
and LIU, C.L. (1992): Fault Covering Problems in Reconfigurable
VLSI Systems, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, 130pp, $US68.
This monograph describes recent research on reconfiguration problems for
fault-tolerance in VLSI circuits (Very Large Scale Integrated circuits) from
the authors’ research team centred at the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
The market for this book is relatively small, as might be expected for a very
specific technical monograph. Therefore, I’ve structured this review as
follows. Firstly, I’ll describe the technical area which the book covers;
secondly, I’ll summarise the contents of the monograph, and finally I’ll
review its usefulness.
The maximum size of present integrated circuits is, in part, limited by the
ability to manufacture those circuits without fabrication faults. One approach
to building larger circuits, particularly circuits which cover a whole silicon
wafer (perhaps 200 mm in diameter, and capable of holding circuits of 1
billion transistors), is to design the circuit to work in spite of having many
faulty sections. Typically, this is done by separating the function of the circuit
into many small modules, and providing a means of reconfiguring the circuit
to switch out the faulty modules.
There are two approaches to this reconfiguration. The first is the embed
ding approach,. where the circuit is reconfigured to select sufficient good
modules to perform the desired function from a larger set of identical
modules. The second is the covering approach, which is claimed to be more
efficient by the authors. Here there are a number of regular modules which are
supposed to perform the function of the circuit, plus a number of spare
modules which are used to replace faulty regular modules.
This book presents the authors’ work using this second, covering ap
proach. It describes how reconfiguration is achieved using this approach for
linear, rectangular and heterogeneous arrays of modules. The emphasis of this
book is on algorithms for selecting spare modules in such a way that all faulty
modules are replaced. These problems can be expressed, and solved, using
graph theory. The book proves that many of the particular fault covering
problems which are described are NP-complete, and hence require heuristic
solutions of the form presented by the authors.
Overall, the book is well-written, and I could find no obvious errors or
omissions. The book contains a substantial bibliography, and the authors
make extensive references to related work in this field. The price is quite high
for a relatively short book, and so I would only recommend it for those who
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have a particular research or teaching interest in its subject matter. The book
may also be useful to those interested in the heuristic solution of NPcomplete, graph theory problems.
Neil Bergmann
CSIRO/Flinders Joint Research Centre in IT

NUGUS, S. and HARRIS, S. (1992): Troubleshooting, Maintaining and
Upgrading PCs, NCC Blackwell, Oxford England, 293pp, $55.00
(paperback).
This book is really intended for the non technical user of a PC to guide him
or her to systematically solve some of the minor problems that arise in using
PCs. Such a user might also be a manager of a group of PC’s, perhaps
networked together. The book firstly explains how each of the various
component parts of a PC works and how it fits into the overall operation of the
PC. Various standards are discussed e.g. the various video standards for both
IBM and clone machines. Use of system and PC internal configuration charts
(page 25) is suggested, this being essential for office installations of several
PCs. Physical layout of the PC is next described, including the purpose of
motherboard integrated circuits with suggestions for required tools and
diagnostic software.
A chapter describes hardware fault diagnosis to sub unit level. This chapter
contains very useful information about the error codes output when for
example memory locations are faulty. These codes can be used to locate a
faulty memory chip. Appendix 4 contains a list of all error codes during power
on self tests. A chapter on software diagnosis tools covers Norton Utilities and
PC Tools but strangely there is no mention of the Checkit program by
Touchstone Software Corporation which is a general PC hardware diagnostic
program while the first two are for disc drive file maintenance. All three
programs are extremely useful to have, of course.
A chapter on preventative maintenance is followed by a chapter on adding
additional memory, video boards, mice, serial and parallel ports, hard drives
and sound cards. Further chapters cover setting up hard drives, use of
config.sys and autoexec.bat files and other batch files, debug and an abbre
viated guide to using “Edlin” — this now being little used following the DOS
5 editor update. The debug guide is very helpful, this being a useful program
that is often forgotten.
Two chapters elaborate on the security and control measures that should
be adopted in business PC setups. A chapter is devoted to virus types,
infection methods, prevention and cures, however locally popular programs
such as McAfee Associates Scan and Clean and Leprechaun’s Virusbuster are
not mentioned. The second last chapter is on typical trouble situations and
suggested solutions. I found these to be very informative and applicable for
PC network managers.
My impression of this book is that it is well suited for a neophyte to the
world of PC’s. It is a very well written guide for new users to follow and covers
a wide range of need to know and useful information. Those with a wide
degree of knowledge will not benefit to the same degree and would prefer a
deeper depth book instead.
Arthur Simpson
University of Queensland
NICOUD, J.D. (1991): Microprocessor Interface Design, Chapman and
Hall, 292pp, $75.95 (paperback).
Here is a book for the hardware specialist! This book rapidly covers the field
of digital logic circuits, standard family logic devices and those concepts
necessary to enable subsequent design of microprocessor interface circuits
projects. The author claims the book is aimed towards integrated system
design, incorporating programmable gate arrays. It certainly does this (and
does it well) by progressing through basic digital logic theory, basic devices
available from standard logic families such as the well known 54/74 series and
the related sub families e.g. LS, C, F, HC and others.
The early chapters cover the traditional logic families, combinational
and sequential logic circuits. These are followed by several chapters on
memories, programmable logic devices and applications of input and output
interfaces. The book finishes off with chapters on testing methods and then
some design examples.
I enjoyed this book, as it does not waste time with detailed explanations of
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theory but quickly covers the range and depth of knowledge needed in each
section of the book. If it is found that the material is not obvious, then
reference to a more detailed explanation as found in any standard logic
textbook would be necessary for the reader. In covering this book, I found it
particularly helpful to always question the accuracy of the diagrams referred
to in the text and to actually verify them, by use of paper to draw Karnaugh
maps and filling them in to verify if the logic equations in the diagrams were
correct. Not only is this a good revision or learning exercise but some of the
diagrams are not accurate and it almost seems that some of the errors were
deliberately put there to cause the reader to think, test and learn as the book
is read. The errors are mostly obvious but the latter part of the book will test
the lazy reader’s comprehension.
Both new and experienced designers will benefit from this book as it does
cover a lot of material, this range of knowledge being needed at the tail end
of the book where the design examples are given, followed by their suggested
solutions. The author does state in several places that there are several ways
to implement logic solutions to the problems and that novel ideas come to
mind when the subject matter is well understood. This is a good book and is
well worth buying, though it in itself is not the complete answer to the field
of logic knowledge needed for solutions to all design problems in complex
applications. I recommend it particularly if you want to brush up on past
knowledge of digital logic theory before getting stuck into some design work.
Arthur Simpson
University of Queensland
FABRICIUS, E. (1992): Modern Digital Design and Switching Theory,
CRC Press, London, 470pp, SUS55.00 (hardcover).
I must confess to being ignorant as to what “non-modern” Digital Design is
(the historical overview itself concludes with 1980), but I will say that this
book contains more information in it than others I have seen on the subject.
The usual material is here, but so is the representation of a digital circuit as
a boolean directed graph, which in effect appears to transform digital design
into a low-level of programming. There is also coverage of implementing
division, and of multilevel minimisations.
The book begins with number bases, binary arithmetic, binary codes,
complements, modulo arithmetic and binary subtraction, as one might expect.
It progresses on to boolean algebra, minterms, DeMorgan’s theorem, logic
gates, circuit realisations, mapping boolean expressions, Karnaugh maps,
Quine and McCluskey’s tabular method, multiple outputs, multiplexers,
ROMs, PLDs, bistable multivibrators, counters, and registers. The book
concludes with application specific integrated circuits and multilevel minimi
sation (which is in fact the longest chapter in the book). There are no
appendices, but at the conclusion of each chapter may be found references,
and problems (divided into two categories of difficulty) for which no
solutions may be found anywhere. The index is good, however, and one may
look under both ASCII or American standard code for information inter
change; BCD or Binary coded decimal; and either MUX or Multiplexers,
among others.
The author writes in such a manner that his discourse is easy to follow.
Illustrations are provided of the concepts being introduced, and example
problems are posed, along with their detailed worked solutions.
If one has no book on Digital Design, then this book is able to stand on its
merits. In the face of competition however, the book is sufficiently different
from others to justify consideration.
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
GABLE, G., CAELLI, W.J. (eds.) (1992): IT Security: The Need for
International Cooperation, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 496pp,
SUS125.50 (paperback).
The prevalence of computers, the growth in end user knowledge and the
increase in access to IT have all contributed to a burgeoning problem with IT
security. Unfortunately, the levels of acceptance and application of security
and control differ markedly from country to country. In areas like computer
crime, we see the law trying to catch up with increasingly more diverse crime
or applying irrelevant and outdated laws to such activities as hacking or the
introduction of viruses. The need for uniformity of laws and approaches to IT
security have never been more necessary. Rather than relying on individual

countries, or even organisations, to implement the necessary procedures,
international standards need to be established.
This publication represents the proceedings of the Eighth International
Conference on Information Security held in Singapore from 27-29 May 1992.
The title of the proceedings, “IT Security: The Need for International
Cooperation”, evolved from the central theme of a number of papers at the
Conference regarding the idea of establishing international standards for IT
security.
In this publication, papers with similar themes have been organised under
their relevant topics. These include Security Management, Network Security,
IS Audit, Cryptography, Computer Crime, Database Security, UNIX Secu
rity and Access Control/Detection. Two categories of user are catered for in
the various offerings contained in the proceedings. The first is that requiring
a management perspective to IT security and, secondly, that interested in the
technical aspects.
Of some interest are the various papers on computer crime and the
innovative ways that the crimes have been committed. Some have been the
subject of movies such as siphoning off the rounding down of money amounts
in transactions and directing them to an account. A startling fact to come out
of these papers is that the majority of computer crime is actually carried out
by the organisation’s own staff. This is possible as most organisations
concentrate on securing their systems from outside interferences and neglect
internal security. Another interesting fact is that a high proportion of compu
ter dependent companies who suffer a major computer disaster, and are not
adequately prepared to cope with that disaster, face liquidation. The figure
quoted is 9 out of 10 within 18 months.
The publication provides a good cross-section of IT security issues as well
as real world cases and procedures that can be implemented to avoid problems
occurring. Anyone who manages an IT area or is responsible for implement
ing security or control procedures would certainly benefit from this book if
only to confirm that their organisation has the issue of IT security under
control. For now, though, the wait continues for a workable set of security
standards to be adopted and implemented.
Greg Pollock
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
DU BOULAY, B. and SGUREV, V. (eds.) (1992): Artificial Intelligence V,
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 275pp, $US 105.00 (hardcover).
This book has its origins in the Fifth International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence, with a focus on Methodology, Systems and Applications which
took place in Sofia, Bulgaria from the 21-24 September, 1992.
It presents recent results and describes ongoing research in Artificial
Intelligence, with an emphasis on fundamental questions in several key areas,
namely machine learning, neural networks, automated reasoning, natural
language processing and logic methods in AI, and the papers presented are
fairly evenly divided into these major sections.
The papers were quite interesting, with topics covering a wide range from
applications of assertions as elementary tactics in proof planning (concerned
with the endeavour of transforming machine found proofs into natural
language) through the usage of Bayesian networks for technical diagnosis
(with probabalistic inference and inference control) to extending definite
clause grammar to handle flexible word order (where a concise extension to
DCG is described, allowing a concise, modular and declarative statement of
intricate word order regularities). I personally was particularly interested by
the paper on knowledge based systems for automatic 3D scene generation, my
main interests being in Natural Language Processing.
In short, I found the papers in the book to be of high quality, and most
relevant. The collection would be a useful addition to the bookshelf of any
artificial intelligence researcher whether in all or even in only one of the major
topics listed earlier.
David M, Williams
Tomago Aluminium
McBRIDE, P.K. (1993): C Clearly, An Introduction to C Programming,
Blackwell Scientific Publications, 218pp, $52.00 (softcover).
This book is yet another one that explains C programming for someone who
may have been a Pascal or BASIC programmer in a previous life. The book
is divided into 3 main sections; Essentials, Concepts and Techniques and
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Appendices. These sections comprise 20 Chapters plus the 3 appendices and
occupy the 218 pages of the book.
Basically the style of the writing is conversational and presented for
someone who has used other programming languages. Each of the 20 chapters
is sprinkled with numerous code fragments. The author has tried to identify
particular problems or pitfalls of the C language with specific examples. A
shortcoming of the examples is the type style used in the book and the
inconsistent figure numbering scheme. The reader is sometimes left to try and
determine which code fragment is associated with which section of text. This
may lead to some confusion and frustration for readers unfamiliar with the C
language and who has chosen this book to help them wade through the language.
Some other noticeable omissions are the lack of mention of the string
(character array) terminator ‘\0’ for C strings. Also the author describes sizes
of data types only for PC based systems and within the same chapter describes
UNIX compilers. Often the two versions of the compiler may have different
sizes for some of the fundamental types (e.g. ints).
The last few chapters of the book describe a number of applications similar
to those in The C Programming Language by Kernighan and Ritchie. These
include text processing, trees, stacks, and a calculator. In the Appendix the
reader will find the Standard functions, unfortunately it is not a complete set
of the ANSI functions as the author states that “only a hundred are the most
useful”.
In summary this book is just another book that explains C programming.
The style and presentation are not as polished as other textbooks and for the
price the reader may be better to buy the “classic” text—The C Programming
Language by Kernighan and Ritchie.
G. Sayer
Canon Information Systems Research Australia
GEDDES, K.O., CZAPOR, S.R. and LABAHN, G. (1992): Algorithmsfor
Computer Algebra, Kluwer, Boston, 585pp, $140 US (hardback).
The authors of this book were involved in the design and implementation of
the MAPLE computer algebra system. They have found a deep understanding
of the underlying mathematics to be invaluable in understanding the relative
merits of various computer algebra algorithms and data structures. In this
book the authors attempt to collate that knowledge into a form accessible to
both advanced undergraduates and researchers.
Topics covered include a brief history of computer algebra; basic issues
such as canonical forms; homomorphisms; computation in polynomial do
mains; systems of equations; and indefinite integration. Noticeably absent are
treatments of prime factorization, differential equations and a more than
cursory treatment of extended precision arithmetic.
The main strength of this book is the mathematical treatment of the
algorithms covered. Rather than describe algorithms in isolation, the authors
attempt to impart a deep mathematical understanding of each problem, the
algorithms used to solve it and the likely performance of those algorithms.
Unfortunately, the actual algorithms are given in a schematic form. In many
cases implementors will need to have a detailed understanding of the material
before they can implement the algorithms.
Overall I found the book to be a lucid account of the state of the art in
computer algebra. I would recommend this book to anyone interested in the
mathematical basis of computer algebra. However, a firm understanding of
basic abstract algebra would be helpful in reading this book. Also, a firm
understanding of calculus and linear algebra is assumed. I look forward to a
second volume covering more of the field.
A. Bloesch
The University of Queensland
ROSE, M.T. (1993): The Internet Message — Closing the Book with
Electronic Mail, Prentice Hall, 370pp, unstated price.
The author presents an informative and enlightening view on various elec
tronic mail systems and associated issues. The majority of the book is focused
on the Internet community with references made to the OSI world through his
now infamous ‘soapboxes’. The author often contrasts the practicality of the
de facto Internet protocols over the de jure OSI protocols.
The Internet Message presents the basic messaging technology providing
electronic mail services. After discussing the model for message handling, the
book looks at the issues of naming and addressing mainly through the use of
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the Dofirfm Name System. The author provides a technology comparison of
the addressing requirements between the Internet and OSI’s X.400 standard.
Finding message recipient addresses is also mentioned through the use of
various resource discovery tools.
A numberof message formats, including RFC-822 and USENET messages,
are outlined and the functionality of message user agents, particularly MH, is
described. The transportation of messages with the SMTP, UUCP, and NNTP
protocols, and the final delivery processes, with POP, are also discussed.
The Internet Message then continues to describe the enhancements to the
basic electronic mail service technologies. These include multi-media mail
with the Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) protocol. The
various multi-media capabilities of MIME including multiple content-types,
encoding, and MIME-capable user agent implementations are discussed.
Secure messaging with Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM) is also outlined and
it’s integration issues with the Internet. Finally a comparison of various mail
gateways, both in theory and practice, is given.
Overall, The Internet Message provides an excellent technical review of
the state of the Internet protocols and services for electronic mail. The author
is well versed on the subject, being one of the industry’s leading figures, and
provides a thorough analysis of the extended message handling services.
Renato Iannella
Bond University
GOODMAN, J.M. (1993): Hard Disk SECRETS, IDG Books Worldwide,
San Mateo, 562pp, $85.00 (paperback).
A more appropriate title for this book should have been “Everything You
Wanted to Know about Hard Disks (and Some Things You Didn’t)”. It
contains very detailed instructions on the inner workings of the hard disk of
PCs, terminologies, warnings and trivia, but does not give the reader too many
“secrets” per se. The secrets referred to in the title take the form of more
detailed technical information on topics appearing throughout the book. This
aspect was confusing, as the title seemed to suggest that the publication would
provide ways of optimising the hard disk or explaining how to access
previously undocumented features. Apart from a few tips and advice on what
to do if the hard disk fails, this was, unfortunately, not the case.
The publication commences with a thorough introduction explaining who
will benefit from the book, how to use the book to the best advantage and how
the book is laid out. This was well documented and would allow one to ascertain
quickly if the publication would be of use and then how to effectively maximise
that use. The book is well presented and laid out with related topics, such as
cautions and historical facts, clearly labelled for reference. The author manages
to make even the most esoteric or unusual topics (like head skewing and wedge
servo systems) quite readable with the overly technical jargon duly labelled as
a Technical Secret to avoid if required. It is then left to readers to decide if they
really wish to pursue the topic further.
A disk of hard disk utilities is included with the book. Two programs, Dazzle
and List, require payments to the author if you decide to use them permanently,
however, the majority are freeware and are able to be used and distributed
without restriction. The utilities range from simply providing information about
your hard disk through to programs which can allow access to the disk and data
if problems arise. Also included are a head parking utility, a screen saver, a
system files transfer utility and a file viewing and browsing utility.
The book gives a fair amount of space to a utility called SpinRite (some
120pp) which is a program designed to test hard disks, correct defects and
ensure all operations are working to maximum efficiency. One wonders
though if the actual software comes with no documentation thus requiring it
to be covered in this publication. Or that purchasers of SpinRite would buy
this book for the information on the program when the majority of the
publication is given to hard disk operation generally. Whatever the reasons,
it does appear somewhat strange for this software to be covered in such detail.
This book would most suit the information omnivore, as the author most
appropriately calls those who want to know all there is to know. It is not a
publication for users who would like a little technical detail with the emphasis
on tips and useful methods for more efficient operation. For the majority of
users, the operation of a PC will be no more improved by knowing this level of
detail of the hard disk as would your ability to drive a car increase by knowing
every intimate detail of the workings of the internal combustion engine.
Greg Pollock
Commonwealth Bank ofAustralia
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EVANS,C.D.,MEEK,B.L., WALKER,R.S.,(eds.)(1993): VserNeeds In
Information Technology Standards, Butterworth-Heinemann, 403pp,
$139.00.
If you have ever worked or interacted with more than one Information
Technology system, even in the smallest degree, then this book will be of
interest.
This is the sort of book that should become rapidly outdated!
After reading however, it becomes clear that possibility is not probability,
particularly in the rapid sense ‘Past experience does not offer many grounds
for hope ..., unless attitudes change’ (p311). The material is admittedly
already dated, however, as the editors explain, there is sadly, little real
progress to report.
The book starts by looking at users, standards and the standardisation
process. Insight is provided into both sides of the standards argument as the
text explains the history, politics, issues, definitions and needs in information
technology standards. By the end of the first chapter we start to appreciate the
complexities involved. These problems are compounded by the inherent
softness of the very subject matter around which the standards are being
developed — a point that is reinforced throughout the text.
Chapters two through to eight present discussions on the state of standards
development in information, hardware and physical media, networking and
systems intercommunication, data interchange, software, human-machine
interface and safety and security. The range and volume of material provided
renders the reporting of specific chapters inappropriate.
Each chapter contains a list of relevant standards and standards body
documents in a reference section, along with other references. Construction is
quite modular, each chapter able to stand alone, however there is a unifying
theme throughout i.e. the need for standards. Technical details are included
where necessary, for emphasis or example. The main thrust of the book is to
argue the case for standards and as such there is also a sprinkling of illustrative
material.
Chapter nine presents the ACM (USA) code of professional conduct (pre
1992 draft revision) and the CS A (UK) code of conduct. Chapter ten provides
a summary of arguments so far and looks at the way forward. The EWOS
framework for open systems and the BSI/DISC framework for user require
ments are presented. Despite the trial of such frameworks throughout the
1990’s the editors are far from optimistic.
Whilst not being a reference book, this work would make a very useful
starting point. Recommended reading for all information industry profession
als and those with input into Information Technology related decisions.
Alan Wheeldon
Queensland University of Technology
SMITH, M., (1993): Neural Networksfor Statistical Modeling, V an Nostrand
Reinhold, 235pp, $87.95 (paperback).
This is a clearly written, well structured, and easy to read book. It provides
both a conceptual and a practical understanding of backpropagation.
Backpropagation is treated as a non-parametric statistical modeling
method. The understanding of it is approached in three ways: through the
equations; through a geometric interpretation of the equations; and through
their algorithmic implementation. Structurally it’s a “backwards” book on
backpropagation. I found this arrangement natural and it helped my under
standing of relevant topics very well. The topics are presented in the
following order: Part 1 — Mapping; Part 2 — Learning; Part 3 — Gener
alization; and Part 4 — Pragmatics. At the end, a reader who wants to know
more can find in Appendix 1 — Alternative Techniques, a briefer, more
conceptual sketch of other important methods, with references to the
original sources for further study. Other appendices include some other
details for further understanding.
The book provides a detailed and comprehensive guide to the development
and use of neural networks for statistical modeling. Graphs and figures are
extensively used to explain vague generalities and abstract mathematical
descriptions.
Among the topics discussed are mapping functions, error derivatives,
learning laws, weight initialization, overfitting, cross validation, preparing
the data, representing variables, and using the model. A workable computer
program is gradually developed as the discussion moves on. Some exercises
are attached at the end of some chapters to strengthen the reader’s understand

ing. Sufficient references are also included to extend learning and understand
ing into related work. This is a very specialised book on backpropagation. It
is recommended to be used either as a short, intensive course material on a
neural networks approach to statistical modeling or as a reference book for
practitioners in statistical modeling. It is particularly suitable for readers who
start treading first time on the “mud” of a neural networks approach to
statistical modeling due to its comprehensive coverage of the topic and
extensive references.
Huan Liu
Telecom Australia Research Laboratories
TRAISTER, R.J. (1993): Going from C to C++, Academic Press, 188pp,
unstated price.
This book is aimed at the experienced C programmer who wants to become
proficient in C++. This language, which has evolved from C, is objectoriented, though critics question how truly object-oriented it is.
The author first concentrates on those language constructs that allow a
programmer to continue to write C or C++ code in a procedural manner.
Existing C code runs unchanged using C++ compilers, but by doing this one
is not taking advantage of the object-oriented features.
It is not until the fourth chapter and onwards that the author explains the
object-oriented features of C++ in detail. However, by adopting this ap
proach, the author helps the C programmer to make the transition into this new
language. It is here that C++ functions, structs and overloading are explained.
Overloading means that a single name can be used to carry out two or more
different operations. Classes, central to any object-oriented language, are
described in depth in chapter five, while chapter six covers the concepts of
inheritance, friend functions and polymorphism. The final chapter consoli
dates matters from the previous one, with the author concluding the book with
a practical example of object-oriented programming: a program to create two
or more pop-up windows on the screen.
The book comes with a five and a quarter inch diskette which contains the
source code for the examples used in the book (saves typing it in yourself).
The examples are short and simple but adequately cover the subject matter,
with explanations of the code in the accompanying text.
This book should be regarded as an introductory text on C++. However,
the book contains the necessary information that a C programmer can utilise
to start programming in C++ quickly.
Tony Stevenson
Melbourne
BORDE, A. (1993): Mathematical TEX by Example, Academic Press,
352pp, unstated price.
Mathematical TEX is a typesetting program (rather than a screen-based word
processor), and it has been designed specifically to enable attractive typesetting
of complicated mathematical formulae, withrelativeease. Although the user
does not see directly the results of what is typed, the ultimate advantage of the
package is that complicated rules governing spacing and the placement of
indices are all worked out internally, so freeing the typesetter from these
chores. The author suggests, therefore, that this kind of computer typesetting
represents a fusion of ideas from art, technology and commerce, and is a major
advance in printing.
This is Borde’s second book on the theme “TEX by Example”, and
having enjoyed his first book (Borde (1992) — see book review ACJ
(1993)), I was very much looking forward to reading this new one. The
earlier book was ostensibly aimed at the beginner, and used a novel
“example” method of explanation, in which the TEX commands were
arranged on the left-hand pages, and their output appeared on the right-hand
side. This new book retains this format, in places, giving the reader a good
opportunity to see at once what effect the various TEX commands produce.
However, as Borde points out, the new book is not intended to be introduc
tory, and the understanding of much of it would seem to require a fair
amount of experience with TEX.
The first chapter is an introduction, in which Borde comments on some
common complaints about TEX, and the relationship between the three main
packages PLAIN-TEX, AMS-TEX (used by the American Mathematical
Society) and LA-TEX. Chapter 2 consists of eighteen “examples” in the style
of his first book, with TEX commands on the left-hand pages and the resultant
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text on the right. The texts of these examples are mostly taken from published
mathematical papers, and the first thirteen are illustrations of the PLAINTEX package. The remaining five involve AMS-TEX and a modern dialect
of it. The AMS-TEX package is discussed more fully in chapter 3, and the
fourth chapter briefly mentions two variants (LAMS-TEX and AMS-LATEX) that have recently been introduced. There is a very technical fifth
chapter, of 78 pages in length, which deals in detail with typefaces and the
rules used by TEX to place its characters, superscripts and subscripts. The
sixth chapter gives much of the PLAIN-TEX code that was used to typeset the
book. This is followed by an expanded bibliography, and a comprehensive
TEX glossary (112 pages in length).
I enjoyed reading the book, and learned a great deal about the TEX
packages. It was particularly interesting to see the way in which higher
level programs such as AMS-TEX are built up from basic TEX and
PLAIN-TEX structures. Overall, the book is written in an approachable
manner, although it perhaps lacks the jaunty, somewhat quirky, style of
the first book.
The author claims that the main focus of the book is the typesetting of
mathematics. This may not, however, be entirely accurate, given the length
and depth of chapter five (on typefaces), and the detailed code used in chapter
six to typeset the book. A scientific typesetter, interested only in the produc
tion of mathematical text, could probably gain enough information to do this
just by reading the author’s first book intended primarily for the beginner. For
this reason, I suspect that this new book would make an excellent reference
text for someone with a much deeper interest in TEX, such as a computer
systems administrator charged with the responsibility of maintaining and
upgrading a TEX facility, for example.
References
ACJ (1993): TEX by Example: A Beginner’s Guide”, Book Review (L.K.
Forbes, reviewer) Aust. Comput. J., 25:86.
BORDE, A. (1992): TEX by Example: A Beginner's Guide, Academic Press
Inc.
L.K. Forbes
University of Queensland
BEKEY, G.A. and GOLDBERG, K.Y. (eds.) (1992): Neural Networks in
Robotics, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 563pp, SUS135.00 (paper
back).
This book consists of 30 papers, most of which were presented at the First
Workshop on Neural Networks in Robotics, sponsored by University of
Southern California’s Center for Neural Engineering, October 1991. The 30
papers were grouped into five sections under the heading of Trajectory
Generation, Recurrent Networks, Hybrid Controllers, Sensing, and Biologi
cal Systems. The emphasis of the book is on the application of neural
networks in robotics, rather than neural network theories. Due to the close
connection between robotics and control, another edited book which covers
similar topics is Miller et al. (1990).
The first section of this book includes 7 papers on trajectory generation.
Various neural networks, such as backpropagation networks, Kohonen selforganising maps, and Hopfield networks, are applied to problems related to
trajectory generation. Section 2 consists of 7 papers on recurrent networks.
One interesting paper in this section presents some preliminary comparisons
between the neural adaptive controller and a model reference adaptive
controller. No clear winner can be claimed from this investigation, however.
Section 3 has only three papers on hybrid controllers. The idea is to use
symbolic knowledge to give neural networks good starting points, in other
words, to ‘initialise’ neural networks. Section 4 consists of 6 papers on
sensing. Some of them are related to the artificial life field where autonomous
robots are studied in a dynamic environment. Section 5, the last one of the
book, includes 7 papers on modelling biological systems. The primary goal
here is to get inspirations from biological systems in order to build more
‘intelligent’ robots. A couple of my favourite papers appear in this section.
In short, this book is a good reference book for people working in robotics
and neural networks, and has some very good papers in it. Its authors include
some of leading researchers in these fields. Roboticists who are interested in
neural networks are recommended to keep a copy of the book for reference.
As a book grown out of workshop presentations, the time between the
workshop and the publication of the book seems to be too long; nearly two
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years.<This delay makes some of the material in the book a bit obsolete in
comparison with latest conference proceedings, since the research fields are
developing so rapidly.
Reference
MILLER, T„ SUTTON, R.S., and WERBOS, P.J. (eds.) (1990): Neural
Networks for Control, The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, USA.
X. Yao
University College, UNSW, ADFA
GULATI, R.K. and HAWKINS, C.F. (eds.) (1993): IDDQ Testing of VLSI
Circuits, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, The Netherlands,
124pp, $US80.
This book is a reprinted copy of a special issue of the Journal of Electronic
Testing on IDDQ testing of VLSI circuits (in fact Vol. 3, No. 4, December,
1992 issue of that journal). The book consists of 11 technical papers, plus a
foreword, preface and index.
The book is on a highly specialised topic, and so its potential
readership is restricted. I will firstly describe the area of the book, since
most readers will not be familiar with it (including myself, before
receiving the book to review!). Then I will give a short summary of my
opinion of the book.
IDDQ testing is a particular method of testing for circuit faults in
static CMOS VLSI circuits. When such circuits are stable (inputs are not
changing), they draw almost no power, i.e. the quiescent power supply
current (called IDDQ) is very small. An IDDQ current which is too large
can be used to detect faults in the circuit. This type of testing has
advantages over conventional testing methods because only one signal
(the power supply current) has to be observed. This book describes this
circuit testing technique in detail through contributions by leading
practitioners in the field.
Trying to assess the usefulness of a book such as this is difficult.
Hopefully, my brief description above will let you know if you might be
interested in the subject matter. As for the book itself, it seems to cover
the area well. An initial review paper provides a well-structured intro
duction to the subject area, and includes a substantial bibliography. The
other papers in the volume cover a sensible range of topics in the area.
The papers are more in the nature of tutorials than bare reports of
research results, so the book is reasonably complete in its coverage.
The cost is relatively high, but for individuals or groups interested in
the testing of VLSI circuits, (and who don’t already subscribe to the
Journal of Electronic Testing) it would be a useful addition to their
libraries.
Neil Bergmann
CSIRO/Flinders Joint Research Centre in IT

WEXELBLAT, A. (ed.) (1993): Virtual Reality: Applications and Explora
tions, Academic Press, New York, 245pp, Unstated price.
As any observant person will have noticed, computers are ever increasing in
their ability to store and manipulate vast amounts of data. Coupled with the
popular recreational use of adventure gaming, and the quest for the greatest
man-machine interface, it only seems natural that computer science would
develop in the area of world creation. This is what Virtual Reality is. It is more
that a mere oddity that one may view in a Shopping centre one week; it is an
environment consisting of pure information.
It is this field that the book discusses, through its collection of papers,
which are nicely divided into three sections — the potential of Virtual Reality
as it relates to computer science, the arts, and the rest of the world as a whole.
Virtual Reality is, of course, the game that all have seen where one attempts
to wander about and shoot a gun according to the movements of their gloved
hand. It is also more, however. It is a new field, and the implications of this
technology are still being considered.
A diverse range oftopics are covered, with titles such as “Writing Cyberspace”
which discusses literacy in the age of virtual environments; “Information
Management Using Virtual Reality-Based Visualisations”; “Virtual Reality
and Planetary Exploration”; and “Summer Students in Virtual Reality”, con
cerned with the educational aspects of Virtual Reality technology.
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The papers are all original, and are of a high quality. The style of the
authors is most accessible, and very non-technical, making for very light and
easy reading, despite the wealth of information contained. Even the introduc
tory comments of the editor before each essay make for entertaining reading.
In short, I found this book to be a welcome addition to my bookshelf,
providing both clear and concise discussions of many aspects and implica
tions of Virtual Reality.
David M. Williams
Tomago Aluminium (Automation)
BOLTER, D.J. (June 1986): Turing’s Man, North Carolina University Press,
$9.95 (paperback).
Bolter describes in some detail the type of person who believes that a
computer could be capable of imitating human intelligence and he labels such
a person, “Turing’s Man”. This refers to Alan Turing’s 1936 paper, “On
Computable Numbers” which contains a description of a universal computer.
According to Bolter a later paper of Turing’s claimed that by the year 2000
computers would be imitating human intelligence perfectly.
Calling upon his extensive background in Classical Literature, Bolter
traces the history of concepts relating people to mechanical devices and tools
of various kinds, including attempts to create artificial humans. Unfortu
nately, he misses the opportunity to cover much relevant conjecture in science
fiction such as the Turing’s Woman, Susan Calvin, and the Three Laws of
Robotics, both creations of Isaac Asimov. In the process however, Bolter
supplies a description of a computer which should appeal to someone who is
not interested in the “art of motorcycle maintenance”.
In the end Bolter concludes that Turing’s Man integrates humanity and
technology. We should not regret the loss of Natural Man, as that ideal (nature
loving, autonomous, emotionally balanced, etc.) never really existed. While
we may disagree with Bolter’s opinion that artificial intelligence will never
rival human intelligence, we must agree with his conclusion that in the
meantime the synthesis of man and computer makes the most effective use of
current technology.
Alan Marshall
Paddington, Sydney
GERO, J.S. (ed.) (1992): Artificial Intelligence in Design ’92, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, The Netherlands, 926pp, SUS234.00 (hard
cover).
This book comprises 45 papers from the Second International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence in Design held in June 1992 in Pittsburgh. Papers were
refereed.
The papers are classified under the following headings (read the word
Design with each): Configuration, Constraint processes, Cooperative, Object
Modelling, Shape, Integrated environments, Rationale, Case-based reason
ing, Analysis, Knowledge architectures, Learning, Conceptual, and Proc
esses. The authors are predominantly from University engineering depart
ments with the odd contribution from a major industry player.
In the Preface the editor makes the following evaluation. The papers
“represent the state-of-the-art and the cutting edge of research and development
in this field. They are of particular interest to researchers and developers and
users of computer systems in design”. One can only agree with this, except to
comment that it would be a particularly enquiring and informed user.
The overall thrust of the papers is in furthering the understanding of the
design process and using this knowledge to investigate architectural ap
proaches for computer-aided design. Within these architectures modules
based on AI concepts are being researched. Well known paradigms such as
blackboards, objects, case-based reasoning, constraint satisfaction, machine
learning, and neural networks are applied.
If you are a researcher in this challenging area, obviously you will get your
library to buy the book.
John Smith
CSIRO Division of Information Technology
ALDER, B.J. (ed.) (1988): Special Purpose Computers, Academic Press,
282pp., $US49.95.
It is attractive if an important computationally intensive problem exists, to
consider the design and construction of special purpose computer hardware

to solve the problem in a shorter time scale than conventional computers are
able to resolve the situation. There are enormous efforts that must be
expended if the goals are ever to be approached let alone achieved. This book
contains seven expositions on the following special purpose hardware devel
opments: Hypercubes, the QCD machine, Geometry Definition for Partial
Differential Equations, A Navier Stokes Computer, the Loosely Coupled
Array of Processors (L CAP), the Delft Molecular Dynamics Processor, and
the Delft Ising System Processor.
With a publication date as distant as this book possesses, a reviewer can
easily draw on hindsight in criticisms of many of the technical projects that
existed in the early to mid-eighties. In all cases, however, the scale of the efforts
required and exerted is worthy of admiration. This is particularly the case for
those groups with limited financial backing. Today many of the efforts are
reserved for the crowded annals of computer history. Nevertheless most of the
problems which caused these efforts to be commenced remain at the forefront
of computational challenges. Most of the articles give a reasonable first review
into the computational nature of these problems. Many of the computer details,
however, will be of little interest to the general reader. Today’s reader will be
left puzzling as to when is the design of special hardware appropriate.
The book at SUS49.95 is reasonably priced, however, it is not recom
mended for general acquisition. The editor provides only a forty two line
introduction to tie the very different approaches together. For consumption in
1993, the general reader would be better served with a substantial review
from the editor and less contribution from the authors. Details of projects that
have survived and aspects of commercialisation which may have resulted
would be of interest today. Probably the most interesting contribution for
many is from Geoffrey Fox (a keynote speaker at the Fifth Australian
Supercomputer Conference). His description of the hypercube makes for
fascinating reading. This approach to the interconnection of many processors
has been widely adopted and has met with some commercial success. The
author provides an interesting classification of problems and systems for
which the approach held (holds) promise. On the considerable list, there is not
direct reference to this architecture as a database engine. There is considerable
irony that the Ncube version of the hypercube coupled with the Oracle data
base system is demonstrating great commercial promise for this application.
Jerard M. Barry
ANSAMS
WILLIS, N.(l 993): ComputerArchitecture and Communications, Blackwell,
Oxford, 292pp, $42.00 (paperback).
It would be a mistake to criticise this book for what it is not — a textbook on
Computer Architecture and Communications. It is in fact a book designed
around a specific lecture course which the author gives. It appears to assume
a specific audience which is attending other courses in parallel, has a specific
background, and has access to specific library facilities to research the
problems set at the end of each chapter. For example, it does not make sense
to discuss digital circuit implementation of logical operations in Chapter 2,
unless the student has some knowledge of logical operations which is not
provided by this book.
The sequence is peculiar in other ways. Logic circuits are discussed before
the discussion of the functions they are needed to implement. Complications
of cache usage are treated before normal cache operations.
The book is claimed to be “suitable for the first two years of a degree course
in computing”. However, within the Australian environment it would seem
useful only as an introduction to how the hardware components of a computer
system work.
The early chapters are patchy in quality, and, in an attempt to explain
operation in simple terms, sometimes makes statements that can be mislead
ing or are outdated. From Chapter 7 on, the quality is much better and the
analogies and examples well chosen to illustrate the concepts. One could wish
for the diagrams to be placed closer to the referring text as quite a bit of page
flipping and number checking is needed while reading. These later chapters
on Machine Codes, CPU, Interrupts, Data Transfers, Networks, Data Trans
mission and Network Protocols do give a reasonable description of how the
components work. However, a detailed level description of the building
blocks, no matter how good, is not a description of architectural considera
tions. With the exception of slight reference to real-time systems, questions
of matching to a purpose are not discussed. Nor are questions of control,
management or security given more than a passing reference. Trade-offs that
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might be made in the design of an overall system are barely mentioned, and
then mostly in terms of limitations of earlier implementation technologies.
Although quite good in terms of the explanations, the material on networks
reads like something tacked on to the end of an existing course. Consideration
of the ISO OSI standards is limited to a description of the seven level schema,
albeit quite a good introductory description. OSF or ECMA approaches to the
problems of open networks are not mentioned and the OSI Open Distributed
Processing (ODI) work is conspicuous by its absence.
Problems, which read like end of term examination questions are provided
at the end of each chapter. However, they cannot be answered from the
material provided in the text alone and require a lot of ancillary reading. There
is no guidance by way of a reference list as to where the reader should go for
additional material. There are no answers given at the back with which the
reader can confirm understanding, even for non-essay questions.
There could be a place for this book in a University library as a source of
alternative explanations of how things work for students who intend going on
to a computer design career. It is unlikely to be a useful addition to a personal
library as it seems improbable, because of its elementary nature, that it would
be used repeatedly as a reference text.
Les Lawrence
Vonaldy Pty Limited
MILNE, P.H. (1992): Presentation Graphics for Engineering, Science and
Business, E & FN Spon, An Imprint of Chapman and Hall, London,
179pp, $41.95.
Industry, commerce and education are now dependent on the communication
of knowledge and ideas through visual presentation. This book provides an
introduction to computer graphics for engineers and scientists who wish to
analyse and display the results of their activities. No prior knowledge of
statistics is assumed but users need access to a microcomputer and familiarity
with the BASIC programming language.
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EaCIFchapter provides background to the construction and usefulness of a
particular type of graph or chart together with a users’ guide to a BASIC
program (included in the Appendices) which provides the facilities described.
The programs are also available separately on a disc. As well as screen display
programs, utility programs are provided which simplify user access and the
transfer of output to a plotter. These include menu programs, data entry
programs and plotter conversion programs.
Various types of line graphs and area charts are described and compared.
For example for trend line graphs, three options are available: (i) linear
regression, (ii) exponential curve fit, and (iii) power curve fit. In each case a
straightforward mathematical description of the basis of the technique is
given along with comments on its applicability.
Other graphical output described in later chapters includes bar and column
charts, pie charts and contour maps, 3D charts and surface models. The threedimensional surface plotting options available consist of relatively simple
line profiles and open (or shaded) meshes. In this section of the book many
of the presentation graphics packages which are available commercially are
compared in terms of facilities provided but no firm recommendations are
made by the author. The final chapter gives a very brief overview of desktop
publishing but with no clear link for the reader between the programs
described in the previous chapters and the commercial software considered
here. This section is thus somewhat at odds with the rest of the material which
is concerned with a do-it-yourself approach and illustrated a general lack of
coherence in the book.
Many black and white and colour figures are included in the text illustrat
ing well the capabilities of the graphics programs. The programs themselves
are reasonably well documented and should prove useful for a person with
little or no experience in computer graphics who wishes to display their data
using the styles of presentation covered and who is happy to play with BASIC
on their PC.
Glenn Johnson
Macquarie University

NEWS BRIEFS
‘News Briefs' is a regularfeature which covers
local and overseas developments in the compu
ter industry including new products and other
topical events of interest.
NEW STATE LIBRARY SERVICE WILL
GIVE FAST ACCESS TO
INTERNATIONAL JOURNALS
The State Library of New South Wales has
begun trialling a new library software system
which allows direct access to the British Li
brary’s vast collection of international maga
zines and journals. The service is being made
available through the phased installation at the
Library in Macquarie Street Sydney, of Faxon
Australia’s Comprehensive Library Integrated
Platform Solution. (CLIPS).
Initially, a database of the Table of Contents
of 11,700 of the most requested journal and
magazine titles in the British Library Document
Supply Centre’s collection of 200,000 serials
has been installed. The contents of each issue
have been indexed to enable extensive keyword
searching and document delivery of articles is
planned as part of the project. The British Li
brary estimates that more than 1 million cita
tions will be added to the database each year.
In early 1994, the FAXON Finder™ system
will also be loaded. It contains a Table of Con
tents database for more than 17,000 titles in
fields as varied as science and technology, health
science, business, fine arts, the humanities and
social sciences. At present the database has
indexed the contents of almost 2 million articles,
with about 3,000 articles being added each day.
The State Library will receive frequent updates
through Faxon.
The Faxon CLIPS system is being trialled
internally by the State Library on its Novell
network. Document delivery software is due to
be installed early in January 1994 and the Li
brary will be testing the best methods for docu
ment request and delivery. Once this has been
‘bedded down’ the Library expects to enter into
a formal contract with Faxon for the ongoing
services.
A priority for the State Library is to offer
these services to almost 700 subscribers to
ILANET, (the State Library’s electronic mail
and database gateway service) which will avoid
the need for Australian libraries and businesses
to go overseas to search for articles.
For further information: David Butler, State
Library of NSW, (02) 230 1570 or Philip Bull,
Faxon Australia (02) 949 4571.
QUEENSLAND FIRST IN
INTERNATIONAL DISTANCE
EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY
Queensland is leading the way with new tech
nology to improve distance education and train
ing with the launch of Australia’s first Interna
tional audiographics conference.
Queensland Education Minister Pat Comben
officially opened the Queensland Open Learn
ing Network’s new Audiographics Conference
System by taking part in a worldwide link-up
with education campuses in the United States
(Wisconsin), Canada (Toronto) and regional
Queensland (Mt Isa and Gladstone).
Mr Comben said Queensland already had an
international reputation as a world leader in
distance education .
He said the Goss Government had ensured

the highest standard would be maintained this
year with the allocation of a further $27 million
for distance education in 1993/94.
The Audiographics Conference System is a
new service which transmits both verbal and
graphic information to multiple sites simultane
ously through telephone and computer link ups.
The two-way communication system will
allow Queensland’s 30,000 Open Learning Net
work students to both send and receive informa
tion from even the most remote educational
facilities in Queensland.
CHURCHILL FELLOWSHIPS
You get — three months overseas travel! Air
fares paid! A living allowance! A fee allowance!
And an open door welcome! All this can be
yours as a 1995 Churchill Fellow.
The average Churchill Fellowship is worth
about $ 13,000 and lasts about 3 months, more or
less if your project requires it.
To date over 1,700 Australian residents have
been awarded this opportunity and brought back
knowledge and skills for the enrichment of Aus
tralian society.
Churchill Fellowships are available to all
Australians.
Apply now for a 1995 Churchill Fellowship.
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope 24 x
12cms to:
Application Forms
The Winston Churchill Memorial Trust
218 Northbourne Avenue
BRADDONACT 2601
Applications close on 28 February 1994.
PICTURE BRAILLE
‘Picture Braille’ is a computer software drawing
package expressly created in Australia for gen
erating tactile images.
‘Picture Braille’ has many of the drawing
tools offered by conventional drawing pack
ages; squares, circles, lines, an eraser, etc, but
with the additional tools that are required by the
people that create images to be recognised with
fingers not eyes.
‘Picture Braille’ includes easy to use dotted
lines, triangles, Braille labels, moon labels, and
upraised print characters, as some of its special
ised features.
A mouse, and a 105mm, 800 dpi scanner, are
included with the ‘Picture Braille’ system to
assist in quickly capturing print images, and
transforming them for touch.
With ‘Picture Braille’ an illustration from a
print book can be easily and swiftly scanned into
the computers memory. The illustration can then
be rapidly modified on the computers screen,
with extraneous information erased, or simpli
fied, and important features emphasised. Print
Labels from the original illustration can quickly
be converted into Braille, or Moon labels, and
the completed ‘artwork’ can be stored on a
computer disk, or printed out immediately with
a Braille embosser. One copy, or a thousand
copies, can easily be produced, with the original
stored on a computer disk for future use.
Braille embossers understand ‘Picture
Braille’s’ Instructions and willingly place them
selves in a ‘graphics mode’ where they then print
their upraised Braille dots much closer than is
usual. The dots then almost touch each other
making ‘Picture Braille’s images easy to trace
and understand.
The Duxbury Translator, a standard Braille

translator used to convert text to the ‘shorthand’
form of Grade II Braille, also recognises ‘Picture
Braille’ files. The translator will place a ‘Picture
Braille’ graphic image on its Braille page, with
the Grade II Braille text positioned around the
‘Picture Braille’ image, retaining page numbers
and headings etc, for less confusing information
for the reader.
COMPUTER FIRM’S SUPPORT FOR
CHAIR OF COMPUTER AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE
Tandem Computers Pty Ltd in conjunction with
Apple Computer will give $240,000 over the
next three years and provide computer equip
ment and software worth $ 1,200,000 to the Uni
versity of South Australia to support the ap
pointment of its first Professor of Computer and
Information Science.
This major gift will enable the University to
develop its academic programs and collabora
tive research with industry in computer and
information science. Tandem’s gift of equip
ment and software will be used in joint develop
ment of significant applications, particularly in
the area of spatial information systems.
Dr George Milne, presently Reader in the
Department of Computer Science at the Univer
sity of Strathclyde in Scotland, has been ap
pointed to the Chair of Computer and Informa
tion Science and will take up his duties in No
vember this year.
The University simultaneously announced
the appointment of Dr Jonathon Billington, a
senior technical specialist in the Telecom Re
search Laboratories in Melbourne, to the foun
dation Chair of Computer Systems Engineering.
Professor RobertNorthcote, Dean of the Fac
ulty of Applied Science and Technology, said:
“This generous support from Tandem will pro
vide a significant boost to the teaching, research
and industrial collaboration efforts of the School
of Computer and Information Science, in par
ticular. It will also involve and support several
other Schools which participate in interdiscipli
nary studies in spatial information systems”.
DrMilne’s research at the University ofStrath
clyde in Glasgow centres on concurrency, a
commonly occurring phenomenon found in com
puter science and other physical sciences.
He has investigated the use of concurrent
models for the description and formal verifica
tion of digital hardware. The research has re
sulted in development of the Circal System used
to prove the properties of concurrent systems
and provide automatic verification of integrated
circuit designs.
The work also has application to other inher
ently concurrent systems such as traffic systems,
electro-cardiac systems and fluid flow systems.
Many of these are safety critical systems in that
it is of crucial importance that they perform
without error. The results of this research allow
for a rigorous analysis and better understanding
of their behaviour.
Dr Milne’s other research includes the design
of ultra-concurrent simulation machines which
have application to the aerospace, traffic engi
neering and silicon chip design industries.
Dr Jonathon Billington’s research interests
cover a broad spectrum of topics in communica
tions and concurrent systems engineering. They
include computer network protocols, integrated
services digital networks, new information net
work architectures, software engineering and
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the development of modelling techniques for
concurrent systems and computer tools for the
specification and analysis of distributed sys
tems.
These tools and techniques have a number of
industrial applications, including telecommuni
cations protocols and configuration control, as
well as supplementary services.
Dr Billington is active in Australian and
international technical standards committees in
telecommunications and software engineering.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIANS THROW
OPEN THE ELECTRONIC LIBRARY
DOORS
The Council of Australian University Librarians
has initiated stage one of a national information
service. The CAUL Current Contents Service
was launched by the Honourable Kim Beasley,
Minister for Employment Education and Train
ing. The ceremony was held at the National
Library of Australia.
The service is the result of cooperation be
tween 37 Australian university libraries. The
trial project has been funded by the Department
of Employment, Education and Training as a
means of improving the quality and range of
library information available to the university
community.
The CAUL Current Contents Service pro
vides details of articles published in some 7,000
research journals. The data will be available
over the Australian Academic and Research
Network (AARNet) to scholars at Australian
universities. The service is hosted by the Na
tional Library and is free to individual scholars.
Searchers across the nation will be able to access
the database from their desktops and request
rapid delivery of the full text of articles they may
require. The service will provide scholars with
details of articles soon after publication and
often before the printed article is available in
Australian libraries. As part of its contribution to
the project, the National Library will provide an
interface between the Current Contents database
and the Australian Bibliographic Network
(ABN). Having located an article in Current
Contents, a scholar will be able to identify librar
ies holding the journal and place an interlibrary
loan request through ABN.
The pilot project will run until the end of
1994 and will allow libraries and researchers to
establish the advantages of sharing databases
nationally. The service will help contain costs
while providing users with the highest level of
access to the increasing proliferation of elec
tronic information. It is hoped, after a successful
pilot project, to mount the database through
funding from the member institutions and to
identify other databases which would be suitable
for similar national shared access.
COMPUTER MAP SPEEDS EMER
GENCY VEHICLES
Police vehicles, ambulances and fire engines
will reach thescenes ofemergencies morequickly
with a new mapping system developed jointly
by ARC Systems and CSIRO, and known as
ARC-Dispatch.
This street directory on computer will plot
the location of emergency vehicles and sites of
emergencies.
“The dispatchers back at headquarters can

see at a glance where the closest vehicle is, and
send it on its way”, said Dr John O’Callaghan,
Chief of the CSIRO Division of Information
Technology. John Lancaster, MD of ARC Sys
tems, commented “As a systems integrator,
ARC’S focus has been on ensuring that the
dynamic mapping system is capable of integrat
ing data from many different databases, in near
real-time and for multiple simultaneous users.
Other systems are capable of meeting the needs
of single users, but this ignores the fact that most
States are working towards combined emer
gency response centres which utilise multiple
distributed databases from many source agen
cies”.
The interactive mapping system displays the
spatial relationships of emergency vehicles to
locations on maps complete with roadways and
jurisdictional boundaries. The information is in
a format easy to understand by police, fire pro
tection officers, and other emergency service
personnel.
ICEHOUSE NEW ALBUM —
‘BIG WHEEL’
Released in October, ‘Big Wheel’ is the first
album on Iva Davies’ new record label DIVA
Records Pty Ltd through The Massive Record
ing Co/EMI.
In March of this year Iva began work on a
new studio album (his first for three years) at the
home studio above his garage in Sydney’s North
ern beaches, co-writing with Icehouse drummer
Paul Wheeler, guitarist friend David Chapman,
and Icehouse saxophone/keyboards man Simon
Lloyd.
‘Big Wheel’ is the long-awaited return to the
influences of the debut Flowers album ‘Icehouse’
— influences like Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust, TRex’s Marc Bolan and Iggy Pop. All the per
formances are real (there are no drum samples
on this album!) and a great number of them are
‘first takes’.
In addition to being available as a standard
CD and cassette, Big Wheel will also be avail
able as a strictly limited-edition Digipak con
taining a standard CD together with a Macintosh
computer interactive floppy disk, sold at stand
ard retail price. The first to be released by an
Australian band, the interactive disk features
artwork from the fabulous album booklet, sounds,
complete lyrics, track-by-track info, biography,
animation and much, much more.
‘Big Wheel’ is the first major Icehouse re
cording following an enforced three-year break
due to contractual disputes. This is an album
which reflects well the spirit with which it was
made — that of a determined focus; the hard
work of a small and uncompromising band and
team—hope you enjoy listening to it as much as
we enjoyed the experience of producing it!
NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
STANDARDS
Standards Australia has recently published the
following standards and drafts for comment
which will be of interest to the information
technology industry.
DR 93274 Information and documenta
tion — Information retrieval service and pro
tocol, proposes adoption of ANSI Z39.50 —
1992 (Version 2) as a joint Australian/New
Zealand standard. It describes the Information
Retrieval application service and specifies the
Information Retrieval application protocol. Cop

ies of ANSI Z39.50—1992 (Version 2) maybe
purchased from or viewed at any Standards
Australia office. Comment closes 31 December
1993.
AS/NZS 2912 Information technology —
Telecommunications and information ex
change between systems — Open Systems
Interconnection — Protocol for providing
the connection-mode transport service, speci
fies classes of procedures when operating over
the connection-mode network service for the
connection-mode transfer of data and control
information from one transport entity to a peer
transport entity. These classes are class 0: sim
ple, class 1: basic error recovery, class 2:
multiplexing, class 3; error recovery and
multiplexing, and class 4: error detection and
recovery. A class 4 procedure is also specified
when operating over a connectionless-mode
network service. This standard is identical with
and has been reproduced from ISO/IEC
8073:1992 and ISO/IEC 8073:1992 Technical
Corrigendum 1:1993 and is produced as a joint
Australian/New Zealand standard. It supersedes
AS 2912—1986.
AS/NZS 3687 Information technology —
Open Systems Interconnection — Guide
lines for the application of Estelle, LOTOS
and SDL, provides an introduction to the na
ture and purpose of formal description tech
niques (FDTs) with formal descriptions in each
of the techniques for selected examples de
scribed in natural language. Guidance is given
to users of FDTs on how to judge and improve
the quality of formal descriptions with man
agement guidance on how to handle the rela
tionship between informal and formal descrip
tions and between formal descriptions. This
standard is identical with, and has been repro
duced from, ISO/IEC TR 10167:1991 and is
produced as a joint Australian/New Zealand
standard.
AS/NZS 3692 Information technology —
Open Systems Interconnection — Systems
management overview, provides an overview
to the family of systems management stand
ards. These standards are partitioned into groups
with the scope and principal components of
each group specified. Guidance is given on the
development of systems management stand
ards and how they interrelate. A model for
systems management is established which iden
tifies several aspects of systems management.
This standard is identical with, and has been
reproduced from, ISO/IEC 10040:1992 and is
produced as a joint Australian/New Zealand
standard.
AS/NZS 3701 Information technology —
Telecommunications and information ex
change between systems—Data link service
definition for Open Systems Interconnec
tion, defines the OSI data link service in terms
of the primitive actions and events of the serv
ice; the parameters associated with each primi
tive action and event, and the form which they
take; and their interrelationship between, and
the valid sequences of, these actions and events.
This standard is identical with, and has been
reproduced from, ISO/IEC 8886:1992 and is
produced as a joint Australian/New Zealand
standard.
These standards and drafts may be purchased
from any office of Standards Australia, or by
contacting the National Sales Centre, phone (02)
746 4600, fax (02) 746 3333.

